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You can lead a horse to water: Jeff Browning takes a recovery soak after a recon run on the Hardrock 
100 course near Silverton, Colorado. FREDRIK MARMSATER © 2015 Patagonia, Inc.



Pocket
Science
Jeff Browning wanted trail-running shorts with pockets—lots of 

pockets. For years he asked for more. Finally he sewed on his own, 

modifying early prototypes until they could handle everything he 

wanted, from energy gels to a Houdini® Jacket. His tinkering resulted 

in the Strider Pro Shorts—built for a full day of mountain running and 

developed, tested and proven in the only lab we’ve ever known.
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Strider Pro Shorts



194 TRAIL RACES 
ACROSS NORTH AMERICA
March 1 – September 30, 2015

MAKE IT EASY 
FOR YOURSELF!
You can register for many Trophy Series races at www.ultrasignup.com

WHAT
194 races divided into two divisions: 

Non-Ultra (under 26 miles) and Ultra 

(26 miles and longer). New this year: 

60+ category for non-ultras.

WHERE
Races are held throughout the United 

States and Canada (see the list of 

races starting on page 58)

WHO
Finish any Trophy Series race and 

you’re automatically entered in the 

2015 Trophy Series

WHY
Win prize packages and enjoy the 

camaraderie of the trail-running 

community. Trophy Series sponsors 

have provided thousands of dollars’ 

worth of prizes for 2015 runners.

NEW IN 2015!
Share your Trophy Series race photos and win.
• Tag your photos on Instagram with #trophyseries.

• Share with your friends and family. 

• Trophy Series participants will pick the best image each week.

• Winning photos will be shared in our e-newsletter, Inside Dirt,  

and on trailrunnermag.com.

• Winners will be awarded prizes from our Trophy Series sponsors.

• Winners announced every Friday.
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RUN 
ON 
DIRT
If you’ve ever 
stepped off the 
road, you’re a trail 
runner—and this 
series is for you. 
Join the fun and 
camaraderie of 
North America’s 
largest points-based 
trail-race series.

www.trailrunnermag.
com/races/ 
trophy-series



GRAND PRIZES
2016 Golden Ultra
The runner who runs the most races and the runner who runs the most actual miles 
walk away with a grand-prize entry to the 2016 Golden Ultra. The prize includes 
race registration, food and accommodations for this three-day stage race held in the 
mountains of Golden, British Columbia. $600 value. 

FOR MORE INFO GO TO: www.trailrunnermag.com/races/trophy-series

ICEBUG
Zeal-olx
MSRP: $185

Innovative HGMS2 

midsole construction 

that offers protection, 

cushioning and stability. Super-grippy 

rubber compound with 16 carbide studs 

and non-water–absorbing, lightweight 

materials. www.icebug.com/int/

PEARL IZUMI
EM Trail N2 
(Neutral)
MSRP: $120

How did we improve the 

award-winning Trail N2? 

We dialed in the mid-

foot fit and feel with an updated foot-hugging 

upper and enhanced the outsole for improved 

wet-weather traction. This shoe will keep you 

trucking along in smooth safe comfort, mile 

after treacherous mile. www.pearlizumi.com

ADIDAS OUTDOOR
Gift Certificate
UP TO $175 IN VALUE

(including shipping)

Terrex Boost trail 

running shoe. Innovative 

midsole returns more energy.

www.adidasoutdoor.com

SMARTWOOL
PhD Run Short
MSRP: $80

The all-new PhD 

Run Short keeps 

Merino wool next 

to skin for comfort 

with a seamless 

brief, and features a secure back-zip 

pocket and 360-degree reflectivity. 

www.smartwool.com

HONEY STINGER
Special Package: 
Organic Gels, 
Energy Chews and 
Running Hat
MSRP: $79

Gels are an organic 

blend of tapioca syrup, organic honey and 

electrolytes. www.honeystinger.com

LIFESTRAW
Go Water Filter 
Bottle
MSRP: $35 Integrating 

the award-winning 

LifeStraw® Personal water 

filter into a sport bottle, 

the LifeStraw® Go removes 

99.9999% of bacteria, and 99.9% of 

protozoa. www.buylifestraw.com

PRO TEC
The Orb 5” 
Massage Ball.
MSRP: $20

Multi-directional roll 

provides focused massage 

to target areas. 

www.pro-tecathletics.com

2XU
Performance Run 
Calf Sleeves
MSRP: $45

Seamless, gradient 

compression for 

increased blood flow 

and maximum muscle 

containment.

www.2xu.com

AMPHIPOD
Hydraform Handheld 
20-Oz. Thermal-Lite
MSRP: $24 

All the benefits of the classic 

HydrofoamTM Handheld with 

added low-profile storage and 

insulation sleeve. Ergonomic design allows 

hand to relax. www.amphipod.com

TRAIL TOES
Exclusive Package
MSRP: $50.57

Designed to help protect 

the Feet AND Body of 

athletes at all levels. 

Includes Phenomenal Ultra Extreme Anti 

Friction Foot AND Body Cream, Trail Toes 

Foot and Body Cream and Hypafix tape 

for Feet And Body. www.trailtoes.com

| TRAIL FIEND – Most Races     | TRAIL MOGUL – Most Actual Miles

www.goldenultra.com

PRIZE PACKAGES BELOW GO TO THE 6 TOP ULTRARUNNERS AND 14 TOP NON-ULTRA RUNNERS

OSPREY
Rev 6
MSRP: $100

Stay hydrated and 

fueled while being 

fast and light. 

www.ospreypacks.

com/en/product/

endurance__trail_fitness/rev_6

2015 TROPHY SERIES SPONSORS AND PRIZES

BUFF
UV Buff Sunset 
Tiger
MSRP: $25

UV Buff® multifunctional 

headwear wicks away 

sweat, fights odors and 

protects you from 95% of 

harmful UV rays. 

www.buffusa.com
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Endurance Engineered.

cw-x.com

ENDURANCE:
  IT COMES FROM           
 WITHIN ... YOUR SHORTS

©
2015 CW

-X. CW
-X is a W

acoal Corp. registered tradem
ark.

PRO WEB FOR MUSCLE SUPPORT

• The Pro Short’s patented muscle-centric 

Support Web™ provides Targeted Support 

to the hamstrings, lower back and quads.
 

• The Support Web™ acts as 

a suspension system for the 

hamstrings and quads, reducing 

fatigue and increasing speed 

and power.
 

 • LYCRA®/COOLMAX®   

fabric pulls 

moisture away from the body, 

keeping it cool and dry.
 

 • Also available in women’s sizes and colors

CW-X ® Pro Shorts



Crete du 
Mont Charvet  
P R A LO G N A N , 
VA N O I S E  N AT I O N A L  PA R K , 
F R A N C E

PHOTO: Scott Markewitz

RUNNERS: Benoit Favre and Remi Berchet

BETA: Start just north of the town of 

Pralognan at the parking lot in the small 

hamlet of La Croix at about 1,400 meters. 

From there, head back down the road to the 

trailhead on the right, then up through the 

forest (Bois de Jettermont) into the Ravin du 

Mont Charvet. As you get out of the forest 

take the trail right toward the Col du Golet 

(2,079 meters). The Crete du Mont Charvet 

trail starts at the col and continues to the Col 

de la Grande Pierre (2,403 meters). From there 

you can either head down a steep trail in the 

Couloir de la Grande Pierre to connect back to 

the trail you ascended and down to La Croix, or 

drop down the other side for a longer variation. 

SEASON: June/July until September/October. 

DIFFICULTY: Moderate to difficult, depending 

on your chosen route. The main route described 

is an approximately 10K lollipop with about 

1,000 meters of elevation gain and loss. The 

loop we did continued farther to the Col des 

Saulces, Tete Blanc and back down the valley to 

the south of Pralognan, a total of 20 kilometers 

and just over 2,000 meters of elevation gain 

and loss.

INFO: There are many online posts about this 

route. In France, look for a “Top 25” map of the 

Vanoise region, which includes great detail. Also 

visit www.vanoise-parcnational.fr.

favorite trailEXPLORE

Montrail Bajada II  / $110
With supportive FluidFoam cushioning and 
versatile Gryptonite traction, the updated Bajada 
II is the sweet spot for trail running, covering the 
needs of everyone from the beginner looking to 
jog around the park, to the seasoned vet training 
for a 100-mile race.www.montrail.com

Visit trailrunnermag.com/favoritetrailgiveaway 
and share your favorite trail for a chance to win 
these shoes! 

SP O NSO RED BY





PEOPLE editor’s note

T  rail Runner’s spring shoe-testing period coincided with a 
winter of crazy weather. From blizzards in Boston to sleet 
in the Southeast to highway-closing snowdrifts in upstate 
New York, the conditions our far-flung testers had to run in 

would make most people want to hibernate.

BY PAUL CUNO-BOOTH

Lab Rats
A glimpse inside the Trail Runner shoe-testing “laboratory”

They took on the task with gusto. Wrote Jonathan Loewus-

Deitch of testing the aggressive Adidas Terrex Boost (see 

page 49) in the normally mild climate of Washington, D.C., 

“Everything changed when the city got dumped on in the past 

week, and these shoes became my go-to for handling the snow, 

ice and overall sloppiness.”

Chiming in from the Midwest, Sarah von Harz said she 

encountered ice, snow, frozen dirt and mud as well as “water-

covered, super-slick, muddy frozen trails. It’s winter in Iowa. 

Snow and ice are the recurring theme!”

A biome or two to the south, testers in Florida and Hawaii were 

sweating it out on humid 80-degree days. Meanwhile, 

here in the western Rockies, the spring thaw came 

early; by the end of February, I was tromping through 

an unseasonably runnable mix of patchy snow, thick 

mud and dry dirt. 

Whatever problems this winter’s erratic weather 

may have caused for Colorado skiers or motorists 

in Buffalo, it created the perfect lab for testing trail shoes. 

In this issue, you’ll find reviews of 13 new trail runners that 

have been put through every kind of wringer: hot, cold, ice, 

snow, mud, dirt, rock, sand, uphill, downhill, ultras, road runs, 

bushwhacks, track workouts.

For me, the joy of a trail run lies in its unpredictability. I might 

lose the trail and have to thrash my way back, or a sudden shift in 

weather could turn an easy run on singletrack into a muddy war 

of attrition. As trail runners, we often set out from a trailhead 

unsure of what adventures await, but confident in our ability to 

handle them. Shouldn’t we expect the same of our shoes?  TR
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PEOPLE letters

I just finished reading 

“School of Hard Rocks” 

in the January 2015 

edition [Issue 101]. 

Kudos to the Reddens! 

It amazes me that people judge [their parents] Sabrina and Seth 

for being actively involved with their children. The Reddens 

encourage their children to get outside on the beautiful trails, 

to eat right and to set goals for themselves. And [they] actually 

seem happy! 

For some strange reason I can’t help thinking that the critics 

are the same ones who allow their children to watch TV all day 

long while munching on junk food and playing games on their 

electronic devices … never getting outside for an ounce of fresh 

air or exercise and no doubt mirroring what their parents do. 

There are an estimated 1.5 billion obese people in the world, 

and the United States ranks near the top of the list per capita. 

Obesity rates in America have more than tripled over the last three 

decades, and children watch an average of 7.5 hours of TV per day. 

Before we criticize folks like the Reddens, let’s examine how 

we raise our own children first. With no research showing that 

[distance running] is detrimental to children’s health, everyone 

should stop judging and start to embrace the movement. 

 —Ken Grisback, Lafayette, NJ

TRAIL 
SCHOOLING

A VIEW FROM THE YARD
Every time I read Trail Runner, 

I wish there were more material 

on the Westchester/NYC 

area. Your article “Racing 

Through Time” [Take Your 

Mark, March 2015, Issue 102] 

certainly granted that wish. 

Because I’m haplessly in prison, 

I’ve been running the same 

half-mile loop of singletrack 

for the better part of this 

decade. Having no internet, 

minimal communication with 

the outside and no faithful 

runners to share my obsession, 

Trail Runner remains my only 

connection to the trail-running 

community—it’s how I mentally 

escape this horrible place.

Thank you for giving me 

a sublime preview of what 

I have to look forward to 

when I am released this 

summer. I hope not to worry 

my Westchester/NYC trail 

runners. My life of law 

breaking is long over with. 

From here on, the only thing 

I’ll attempt to steal is an FKT. 

 —Khalil Gonzalez, 

 Franklin Correctional Facility, 

 Malone, NY

CORRECTION
In our March 2015 edition, 

Issue 102, on page 36, under 

“grade,” incorrect information 

was given. Grade is actually 

rise/run x 100 and can be well 

above 100 for steep angles (45 

degrees is 100-percent grade). 

The information in the article 

refers to angle.

TRAILRUNNERMAG.COM

FACEBOOK
facebook.com/trailrunnermag

TWITTER
@trailrunnermag

CONNECT WITH US!

INSTAGRAM
@trailrunnermag
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The Redden children 
ran ultras at ages 7 
and 8. A concerned 

public criticized their 
parents, but is trail 

running the antidote 
to challenges facing 

children in our 
modern world?

By Yitka Winn
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WARNING! The activities 
described in Trail Runner carry a 
significant risk of personal injury 
or death. DO NOT participate 
in these activities unless you 
are an expert, have sought or 
obtained qualified professional 
instruction or guidance, are 
knowledgeable about the risks 
involved, and are willing to 
assume personal responsibility 
for all risks associated with 
these activities. TRAIL RUNNER 
MAKES NO WARRANTIES, 
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, OF 
ANY KIND REGARDING THE 
CONTENTS OF THIS MAGAZINE, 
AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS 
ANY WARRANTY REGARDING 
THE ACCURACY OR RELIABILITY 
OF INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN. Trail Runner further 
disclaims any responsibility 

for injuries or death incurred by 
any person engaging in these 
activities. Use the information 
contained in this magazine at 
your own risk, and do not depend 
on the information contained in 
this magazine for personal safety 
or for determining whether to 
attempt any climb, route or 
activity described herein.

The views herein are those 
of the writers and advertisers; 
they do not necessarily reflect 
the views of Trail Runner’s 
ownership. 
 • Manuscripts, photographs and 
correspondence are welcome. 
Unsolicited materials should 
be accompanied by return 
postage. Trail Runner is not 
responsible for unsolicited 
materials. All manuscripts and 
photos are subject to Trail Runner’s 

terms, conditions and rates 
• Please allow up to 6 weeks for 
the first issue after subscribing 
or a change of address (to expect 
continuous service).

No part of this publication may 
be reproduced without written 
permission from the publisher.
© Copyright 201 5 by Big Stone Publishing Ltd.
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Leadville Trail 
Marathon & Heavy Half

Silver Rush 50 
Trail Run

IT’S HARD TO
TELL WHAT’S
MORE AMAZING.
THE VIEW,
OR YOU.

This is how you inspire yourself. You 
set a goal, you train, and then you make 
amazing happen. Take an unforgettable 
journey on trails through Leadville’s 
historic mining district. You’ll reach 
breathtaking heights at over 12,000 feet 
above sea level. Your Legend Starts Here.

The time is now. 
Register today at LeadvilleRaceSeries.com

©2015 LIFE TIME FITNESS, INC. All rights reserved. TI5 LIF E F©201 ts reseghts reserFITNESSTNESNE d EVMG50585E M 5



PHOTO / DAN HOLZ 

Staying hydrated and fueled is key for outdoor enthusiasts and 

athletes who enjoy covering long distances quickly. The Rev Series 

perfectly suits the highly technical needs of trail running and  

endurance racing while also serving as a perfect companion to anyone 

who appreciates smaller volume, streamlined hydration packs.

TR AIL RUNNING / ENDUR ANCE / HYDR AULICS LTT M

ospreypacks.com
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BY JADE BELZBERG

Bautista, a 33-year-old personal trainer 

from Manasquan, New Jersey, with a small, 

fit build, had earned the moniker “Storm 

Trooper” by once showing up to a 50-mile 

race wearing a bulky homemade hydration 

vest that looked like it had been issued by 

the military. He understood why people 

would question the distance; not long ago, 

he had doubted that anyone could run 500 

miles, let alone himself. 

Bautista began running in 2010 for what 

he calls “health reasons,” but was soon 

compelled to try an ultramarathon. “My 

personality is pretty black and white,” 

he says. “I’m all or nothing.” After a few 

100-milers, he grew tired of repeating the 

distance, and looked to see what else was 

out there.

In 2013, he entered the Peak Races 500, 

Six days into the 2014 Peak Races 500, Bautista is all smiles.

To the Peak
Nick “Storm Trooper” Bautista finishes 
500-mile race

run on a 10-mile loop in 

Vermont’s rugged, root-

ridden Green Mountains. 

Each loop has 2,400 feet 

of elevation gain, adding 

up to 120,000 feet over 

500 miles. With a 10-day 

cutoff, runners need to 

average 50 miles a day 

to complete the course. 

As of early 2015, only 

four people—including 

Bautista—have completed 

the 500-mile race.

Bautista barely slept 

during the 2013 race, and 

“went psychotic with sleep 

deprivation.” Around mile 

330, after a week of running, he tried to 

stab his pacer with a hiking pole.

“I don’t remember what my pacer said, 

but I remember snapping, going after him,” 

he says. “After my little tantrum, my pacer 

looked me in the eye and said, ‘Are you 

finished? Then let’s keep moving.’”

That year, Bautista’s crew pulled him at 

460 miles due to several injuries: his feet 

had deep, infected ulcers. Two days later, 

Bautista signed up for the 2014 race. “I 

didn’t see 460 miles as failing,” he says. “I 

saw it as a practice run.”

In training, Bautista ran 20 to 30 miles 

on trails every day. To mimic the elevation 

gain, he’d hop on the Stairmaster with a 

50-pound pack for up to three and a half 

hours, “until I felt like passing out,” he says. 

During the race, Bautista forced himself 

to sleep two to three hours every 17 to 20 

hours, then ran non-stop during the day. 

“I had to run faster, and run continuously 

through the day and night. in order to earn 

my sleep,” he says.

For fuel, Bautista ate anything and 

everything: “French fries, egg sandwiches, 

Boost shakes, Hammer bars, Snickers, 

Skittles, home-fried potatoes, donuts, tons 

of water and coffee milkshakes,” he says. 

Still, he lost eight pounds during the race.

“The first 100 miles are awful, because 

it feels like you’re getting nowhere, while 

miles 200 and 300 are very mechanical,” 

he says. His low point was mile 460, the 

previous year’s drop point. “I was trying to 

keep myself from crying,” he says. “Honestly, 

I was scared to cross the finish. I had been 

doing this for nine days straight and all of a 

sudden, it would be time to stop.”

He finished the 500th mile in 9 days 5 

hours 15 minutes, tying for first with one 

other runner. “People were clapping for me,” 

he recalls. His wife Alison, who had crewed 

for him, slammed into him for a hug.

“The most difficult part is seeing him 

put himself through so much pain,” says 

Alison. “But I still push him hard, because 

that’s what he wants.”

When asked if he will run any more 

500-mile races, Bautista doesn’t hesitate 

to answer no. “The 500 was my obsession 

for a while,” he says. “I joked with the 

former RD, Andy Weinberg, that he 

should put on a 1,000-mile race. That 

would make me happy. The longer the 

distance, the better.”  TR

In preparation, 
Bautista ran 20 
to 30 miles on 
trail every day. 
To mimic the 
elevation gain, 
he’d hop on the 
Stairmaster with a 
50-pound pack for 
up to three and a 
half hours, “until 
I felt like passing 
out,” he says.

Y ou mean you ran 500 miles in a calendar 
year, right?” That was a typical response 
Nick Bautista heard after finishing the 
2014 Peak Races 500-Mile Ultramarathon 

in Vermont. An even more common response was a phrase 
familiar to just about any runner who has told family or 
friends that they are training for an ultramarathon: “Why?” 
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MEGA ADVENTURE.

MEGA GRIP.

VIBRAM® MEGAGRIP

The new high performance 
rubber compound.
 · Unparalleled grip on wet and dry surfaces
 · Rugged longevity
 · Optimal ground adaptability

THE NORTH FACE 
ULTRA MT

Powered by 
Vibram MEGAGRIP

vibram.com
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PEOPLE faces

STORY AND PHOTOS BY ERIK PETERSEN

The 
Hard 
Way
What keeps 88-year-old Bob 
Hayes on the trails

Bob Hayes at home in 

the Montana mountains.

T he gaunt runner crawls out of 

the bed of his silver Toyota 

Tacoma truck, where he had 

just spent the night parked 

in an empty lot on the edge of town. 

It’s 5:30 a.m. when he slides into the 

front seat, cranks the heater on high 

and warms a slice of leftover pizza on 

the dashboard.

He eats in the dark, takes his two 

14-year-old Cairn Terriers for a walk 

and heads for race headquarters to sign 

in for the Two Bear Half-Marathon in 

Whitefish, Montana. The race director 

is sitting at a folding table with a list of 

runners, checking people in.

“What’s your name?” 

“Bob Hayes.”

“Birth date?”

“Eight, twenty-two, twenty-six.” The 

race director pauses, raises an eyebrow 

and looks up. “You mean 1926?” he 

asks, in surprise.

At 88 years old, Hayes is used to this 

type of reaction. He ran a 50-kilometer 

race in Wyoming in June. He’s training 

for a 50-miler in October. And he’s 

been at it—running 30 to 40 races a 

year—since he was 61.
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IN THE BEGINNING
In 1987, Hayes, a non-runner at the 

time, helped form the Evaro Community 

Center, in a small town just west of 

Missoula. To raise money to maintain 

the facility, they put on a race—the Evaro 

Mountain Challenge. 

“We didn’t know how many people would 

come, so we decided all the members of the 

board of directors had to run too,” he says.

So he ran.

“And then of course I got hooked,” he 

says. “And I just kept on running after that.”

According to his son Tom, though, the 

genesis was a bit more rocky.

“Up to that time, dad had pretty much 

ridiculed my brother and me for running,” 

says Tom, a lifelong runner who has 

completed more than a dozen 100-mile 

races and more than 30 marathons. “He 

thought we were pretty silly, running 

around in circles.” 

Then came that Evaro Mountain 

Challenge. 

“I thought, ‘Oh, my God, dad’s gonna 

run,’” says Tom. “Up to that point, dad had 

never worn a T-shirt as an outer garment, 

never wore shorts beyond swimming and 

had never worn tennis shoes.”

Tom’s father had cruised timber all his 

life and was in extremely good shape, 

but actually began training a few months 

before the race. Tom recalls watching 

his father run in his irrigation boots (the 

hayfield below the house that he used as 

a track was wet), a pair of black logger 

jeans and a plaid shirt. Hayes stuck with 

that running kit for more than a month 

until his sons finally bought him a pair of 

running shoes. 

“So then it was black jeans, plaid shirt 

and running shoes. We told him that you 

can’t run in jeans. He said, ‘Well I’m not 

showing my legs,’” Tom recalls. “Well, on 

the day of the race, dad comes jogging 

down from the house to the starting line, 

and I’ll be damned—he had cut his black 

jeans off to the knees and he still had his 

plaid shirt on.”

His outfit has progressed since those 

early days. T-shirts constitute the bulk of 

his wardrobe. Hayes estimates he’s run 

around 700 races and has boxes full of race 

shirts, each one a memory that helps sketch 

a map of the past 27 years of running.

That first 5K in Evaro spurred him on 

to more 5Ks. Then he tried 10Ks, then 

half-marathons and finally marathons. 

Eventually he started hearing about people 

running even farther, on trails through the 

mountains.  So he gave it a try. In 1995 he 

ran his first ultramarathon, Wyoming’s 

Bighorn Mountain Wild and Scenic Trail 

Run 50-miler. 

A RUNNING FAMILY
Hayes grew up in a small town in the center 

of Vermont. After high school, he served in 

Tom recalls watching his 
father run in his irrigation 
boots (the hayfield below 
the house that he used as a 
track was wet), a pair of black 
logger jeans and a plaid shirt. 
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Hayes cranks out a six-miler on one of his local favorite trails. 

World War II, came back home and went 

to college on the G.I. Bill. He met his wife 

of 50 years, Ann, while in college there. He 

transferred to the University of Montana, 

where he graduated from the Forestry 

Department in 1953. He began his 40-plus-

year career as a timber cruiser for lumber 

companies. Cruising, or examining stands 

of timber for their commercial value, kept 

him in good shape; he was hiking up and 

down mountains a few days a week.

His three children all ran in high school, 

and continued to run, to varying degrees, 

into adulthood. Even Ann, after the initial 

surprise of Bob’s running interest, got on 

board. For years she and Bob traveled to 

races around the state and ran together.

In 2006, when she was in her 70s, Ann 

got sick. That same year, though, Ann and 

Bob ran a 30-kilometer race together, one 

of Montana’s Bighorn races.

“She had Alzheimer’s really bad at that 

time and she couldn’t talk,” says Hayes. “I 

ran with her so she wouldn’t get lost.” 

His voice lowers and his watery eyes 

stare out the kitchen window at a sugar 

maple tree he transplanted from their 

home state of Vermont. It is late summer, 

and the leaves are beginning to turn color. 

During that final race with his wife, she 

had fallen a few times and was bleeding 

from both knees and an elbow. But as they 

descended the final few miles to the race’s 

finish line, Ann began to sing. By the time 

their son Tom saw them coming down 

the final hill, “They were holding hands, 

laughing and singing,” he says.

Ann’s health went downhill quickly over 

the next 11 months. Hayes kept her at 

home and cared for her around the clock, 

feeding her and watching her fade each day. 

He ran little that year. Now, the miles 

help rekindle the memory of his wife and 

Better fit. Better feel. Better run.™
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their life together. And it helps Hayes forge new friendships.

Finding running partners his own age is nearly impossible, 

but Hayes has found a faithful running friend in Georgia 

Cobbs, whom he met five years ago at a contra dance. She’s 

56, but still struggles to keep up with him. They train together 

once or twice a week and often race together on weekends. 

“He’s quite an inspiration,” says Cobbs. Hayes, she says, 

provides the motivation to get up early in the morning and go 

run, even when it’s snowing.

A FIXTURE IN THE RUNNING COMMUNITY
“Everyone in town knows Bob,” says Cobbs, referring to 

Missoula, a western Montana city with a population of 68,000 

and an active outdoor community. “Ninety percent of the 

people I talk to know him or have some connection with him.”

There are even T-shirts featuring his photo on the back with 

the motto, “I Wanna Be Like Bob.” 

There are very few his age who are still running. And here in 

Missoula, he is all alone. When he crosses the line these days 

he automatically wins his age group. 

“I tell everybody I was first, second and last in my age group,” 

he says, laughing. Hundreds of awards—ribbons, medals, 

plaques—decorate his walls, his china cabinet, his kitchen 

table and most other corners of his mountain home. He still 

participates in at least one race nearly every weekend.

“It’s kind of a social occasion for me now,” says Hayes, sitting 

at his kitchen table, set for one. 

Piles of books, handmade greeting cards and magazines 

cover the remainder of the table. Dinner is a small glass of red 

wine, corn on the cob from his daughter-in-law’s garden and 

the final slice of that pizza leftover from his race the previous 

weekend. His dogs sit, one on either side of him, waiting for 

handouts. They rarely leave his side. 

“It’s a lot of fun to go out there and meet all these people. 

I’m not getting any faster or any better,” he says, “but I still 

keep at it.”

LIFE ON THE FARM
It’s not just running that keeps Hayes active. He still raises 

two or three beef cows each year to butcher for the meat. 

He still cuts his hayfield driving a 1930s-era Ford tractor. 

He still goes contra dancing a couple of times each month. 

He taps that sugar maple outside his kitchen window each 

spring to make syrup. He learned calligraphy and uses it 

to create greeting cards with sketches. And he cuts his 

firewood by hand in the winter using an old crosscut saw, 

“because it’s good exercise.”

“I don’t need to do things the easy way,” he says. “I need to 

do things the hard way because I have the time and it keeps 

me in shape.”

“What really stands out about him is he won’t refer to 

“I don’t need to do things the easy way,” he 
says. “I need to do things the hard way because 
I have the time and it keeps me in shape.”
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Hayes laying in his winter firewood supply.

himself as old. He doesn’t ever say I’m getting old, or use that 

as an excuse,” says his daughter-in-law, Liz McGoff. 

MOVING ON
Hayes’ ectomorphic frame slumps forward and his elbows swing 

wide as he runs the singletrack leading into a forest of larch and 

Douglas fir above his home. He’s averaging 14-minute miles as 

he makes his way up the hill. It’s not fast, but, then, that’s not 

the point. He slows to a walk as the grade steepens. “That red 

bush is called serviceberry,” he points out. “The old-timers call 

it sarvice berry.” 

He’s doing a six-mile, mid-week training run on the trail he 

has run hundreds, maybe thousands of times. It’s the route of 

that first race he ran 27 years ago wearing cutoff jeans and a 

plaid shirt. These days he dresses like a runner: shorts, technical 

shirt and running shoes. A running hat, with the feather of a 

flicker bird stuck in the side, covers his silver hair. 

He’s from a generation that doesn’t see things like cutting 

firewood by hand, or running impossibly long distances, as 

worthy of any fanfare. It’s just something you do and there’s 

no sense making a big deal of it. If pressed, he will admit that 

running at his age isn’t normal. “But runners aren’t normal 

anyway,” he says with his trademark wheezing laugh. 

As he crests the final hill that leads back down to his home, 

he slows and opens up again. He talks about the high you 

get after a race, and how much he enjoys the community of 

runners. He talks about the health benefits through the years. 

But he doesn’t get overly philosophical. It’s just something he 

likes to do and it gives him purpose.

As he jogs down the hill, he says, “I keep running because I 

know when I stop, that’s it.”

Erik Petersen has been a Montana-based photojournalist for 

15 years. He is finishing his master’s degree at the University 

of Montana, where he also teaches photojournalism as an 

adjunct instructor. He lives with his wife and two sons, and 

can be reached at erikpetersen.photoshelter.com.
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I cut right up 17th and into the flamboyant heart of the 

Castro. Cattycorner to me are two men chatting who, with the 

exception of a dark-leather tan and a pair of sneakers on one, stand 

completely naked.

A few years ago, when I told my friends I’d be moving to San 

Francisco, every one of them had the same reaction: How’s that 

going to be for running? They know me for who I am—a small-town 

mountain boy never far from a trailhead. I told them it was going 

to be great, even though I was wondering exactly the same thing.

I was following my girlfriend’s coattails into the city, 

grateful to adopt her friends and borrow her car. Getting to 

know the city as a runner, however, was my own territory.

Within the first few months, I had woven dozens of intricate 

loops throughout the city, sometimes in search of trails, 

sometimes out of curiosity. Some loops I never ran a second 

time, while others became personal classics.

Now the street climbs and climbs, as shops and bars give way 

to a residential tameness. I scan for the small, sneaky staircases 

that often cut up city hills more directly.

This is my last run in San Francisco. Behind me, back at our 

apartment, a moving truck is packed to accompany us to the 

next stage and place. Rooms echo with emptiness while fresh 

toothpaste has dried as filler in the little holes we’d put into the 

walls over the past couple of years. 

“Madison?” my friends said this time. “Like, Wisconsin?”

“Yeah,” I replied. “I think.”

“How’s the running gonna be there?” one asked. “You know 

there’s no mountains, right?”

Still climbing, I pass the last of the houses before the final 

pitch up Twin Peaks. I hop the guardrail, where I finally find 

what I’m looking for—a steep trail of crushed red chert shaped 

by old railroad ties into stairs. The wind picks up while a 

conspiracy of ravens hovers overhead. I run up and over the 

first peak, down to the saddle and up the second peak, where 

there are always fewer people.

From the 925-foot summit, I admire the landscape before 

me—the Ferry Building blocking Market Street from running 

into the bay, the Bay Bridge spanning over to the East Bay. The 

cold, white solitude of Alcatraz, the far-off summit of Mount 

Tamalpais, the houseboats of Sausalito and the red towers of 

the Golden Gate Bridge span the vista.

With my eyes I trace the line of my enduring favorite run—an 

11-mile loop along cliffs over the Pacific Ocean, past the Golden 

Gate Bridge, through groves of eucalyptus and cypress in the 

Presidio, back through Golden Gate Park and home. 

“Nine of those miles,” I’ve often bragged, “are on trail.” 

We live in a time where moving around the country and 

globe are commonplace. With the help of technology, we 

are able to maintain a sense of community with friends and 

family regardless of where we are living. Getting to know our 

immediate world, however, is up to us.

How’s the running going to be there? I ask myself. 

Unique ... as always.

 

Rickey is wondering how a steady diet of cheese curds and 
beer will affect his running.

BY RICKEY GATES / ILLUSTRATION BY KEVIN HOWDESHELL

A Place to 
Put My Shoes
West, West Coast, Midwest … 
Home is where the kicks are.

Now the street climbs and climbs, as shops and 
bars give way to a residential tameness. I scan for 
the small, sneaky staircases that often cut up city 
hills more directly.

I roll up Market Street past the Civic Center, which on 
some evenings looks like the zombie apocalypse, given 
the characters that congregate here.  

For a few hundred feet, I keep pace with the taxis and 
the bikes. A yellow art-deco streetcar rumbles past, vibrating 
the earth: steel on steel. I dart across Market and head a few 
blocks down Valencia, into the Mission, where the air smells of 
tortillas and marijuana, and the fashion is hipster 2.0.
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BY KEVIN KINDER

Best By Northwest
Northwest Arkansas comes into its own as a trail-running hub 

At the time, the Northwest Arkansas 

Corridor, a cluster of towns in the Ozark 

Highlands that includes Fayetteville, 

Bentonville, Rogers and Springdale and 

extends as far north as Bella Vista, offered 

few options to trail runners and other 

recreational trail users. But over the past 

20 years, these towns have blossomed into 

a trail-running hub on par with the more 

established trail communities in the central 

part of the state, around Little Rock.

Bentonville, a quaint but growing 

town best known for housing mega-

retailer Wal-Mart’s corporate 

headquarters, boasts about 35 

miles of singletrack, including the 

Slaughter Pen system, a canopied 

forest where smooth, flat trails 

give way to zigzagging ascents on 

rocky red clay. More than eight 

miles of trail wind through sloping 

hillsides and past rock formations 

in Mount Kessler, a recently opened park 

near the University of Arkansas campus 

in Fayetteville. Twelve new miles of trail 

weave in and out of the forest around Lake 

Lincoln, west of Fayetteville, offering views 

of the lake and possible sightings of the bald 

eagles that winter there. And at Hobbs State 

Park-Conservation Area, just east of the 

major urban corridor, more than 40 miles of 

multi-use trails run under dense hardwood 

I n 1996, when Dale Bailey, a longtime 
mountain biker, moved to Bella Vista, 
Arkansas, a golf resort town on the Missouri 
border, he started looking for trails. All 

he could find was a lonely, rutted path in an 
undeveloped corner of town used by motorcycles 
and all-terrain vehicles.

Hawk’s Bill Crag overlooks the rolling terrain of the Ozark National Forest, southeast of the rergion’s booming trail towns. 
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GREAT ESCAPES
ADVENTURE

TAKE YOUR MARK  

GETTING THERE Fly into 

Northwest Arkansas Regional 

Airport, southwest of Bentonville.

ACCOMMODATIONS The downtown 

Bentonville location of boutique art 

space-cum-hotel 21c Museum Hotel 

is located on the town’s paved trail 

system. The Chancellor Hotel, in 

downtown Fayetteville, is a block 

north of the town square. 

RUNNING STORES With locations 

in Bentonville, Fayetteville and 

Rogers, Rush Running serves as  

the headquarters of the local 

running community.

WHERE TO EAT The Hive, located 

inside the 21c Museum Hotel in 

Bentonville, offers a modern take 

on southern cuisine. For more 

casual fare, Hugo’s in Fayetteville 

serves up some of the best burgers 

around. The Apple Blossom Brewing 

Company, a trailhead-adjacent 

brewpub and restaurant on Lake 

Fayetteville, is a great choice after 

running the seven-mile singletrack 

loop around the lake.

WHAT TO DO Catch an Arkansas 

Razorbacks football game during 

the fall, stroll through the Crystal 

Bridges Museum of American Art 

in Bentonville or head north to 

Eureka Springs, a 19th-century 

village converted into an artists’ 

community and tourist destination. 
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canopies, along ridge tops and through 

groves of dogwoods that light up with 

pink blossoms in the spring.

Many of these trails were in the early 

stages of being built when Bailey moved 

from Bella Vista to Bentonville in 2001. 

The booming area economy, spurred by 

companies like trucking firm J.B. Hunt, 

protein producer Tyson and Wal-Mart, was 

swelling the local population, and many of 

those new residents sought recreational 

trails like those in the places they’d moved 

from. These new transplants—especially 

mountain bikers like Bailey—worked to 

expand the area’s sparse trail offerings.

As recently as 2007, when the first 

phase of Bentonville’s Slaughter Pen 

system opened, the number of trail users 

was still small, Bailey says. But as more 

trails came online, first mountain biking, 

then trail running, took off.

Calling All Mountain Goats
Every Sunday, Mike Rush, 38, meets a 

group of dedicated trail runners he calls 

the Goat Club at the running store he 

owns in Bentonville and leads them into 

Hobbs State Park or Blowing Springs 

for trail (and off-trail) adventures. With 

several locations spread across Northwest 

Arkansas, Rush’s store, Rush Running, 

serves as a hub for the area’s trail 

community. The club takes its title from 

Rush’s nickname: his friends call him a 

“mountain goat” for his ability to climb 

hills. Rush’s texts to friends asking them 

to join a run became “goat calls,” and his 

running companions became the Goats. 

(Some club members earn more specific 

nicknames; Rush’s friend and colleague 

Jeff Genova, the club’s best bushwacker, 

goes by “Dozer Goat.”)

As the running community has grown, 

so too has Northwest Arkansas’s trail-

racing scene, with several new events 

in the last few years. Two years ago, 

Springdale resident Kimberlee Guin 

launched Outback in the Ozarks with 

her husband, Todd. The race, a 200-mile 

relay, kicks off near Eureka Springs, an 

old-world-style village near the Missouri 

border, and winds through miles of woods 

in Hobbs and other parts of the Arkansas 

Ozarks before ending among preserved 

Civil War-era buildings and wood fences 

at the Prairie Grove Battlefield State Park, 

west of Fayetteville.

Guin says the community at large 

has been supportive of the trail-racing 

trend. Outback in the Ozarks, which 

passes through private farmlands, was 

welcomed by landowners. During the 

race, the county sheriff personally 

patrols Arkansas Highway 16 for drunk 

drivers to protect the racers crossing 

the busy two-lane road late at night. 

And Hooshang Nazarali, proprietor of 

Crosses Cafe and Grocery on Arkansas 

16, stays open all night, serving his 

signature “Hooshburgers” to the tired, 

hungry runners stumbling into the tiny 

town of Crosses. 

SLAUGHTER PEN 

promises 20 miles 

of well-marked, 

well-maintained 

singletrack through a 

canopied forest just 

north of downtown 

Bentonville.

MOUNT KESSLER, 

a 400-acre park in 

Fayetteville, includes 

some eight miles of 

steep, rocky trail up 

and down hills and 

past a series of rock 

formations. 

BLOWING SPRINGS, 

in Bella Vista, has 

more than six miles 

of trail, including 

a prominent bluff 

overlook, eight bridge 

crossings, a cavern 

and a natural spring.

HOBBS STATE PARK-
CONSERVATION 
AREA, just east of 

Rogers, boasts 40 

miles of trails. Within 

Hobbs, the Hidden 

Diversity Multi-Use 

Trail winds 21 miles 

through hardwood 

forest.

Trails
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The canopied, crushed-rock trails at Hobbs State Park-Conservation Area have fast become a favorite of area runners.

Over the past 20 years, these 
towns have blossomed into a 
trail-running hub on par with 
the more established trail 
communities in the central part 
of the state.

great escapes
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It should surprise no one that such a 

tight-knit running community would 

give back to the trail systems it depends 

on. Outback in the Ozarks donates some 

of its earnings to the five state parks 

it passes through. (The parks, in turn, 

open their shower facilities to runners.) 

Other events, such as the Tail Twister 

Trail Runs at Hobbs State Park and 

the Mount Kessler Run in Fayetteville, 

put a portion of the funds they raise to 

maintaining the trails the races take 

place on. Meanwhile, the Northwest 

Arkansas Council, a regional entity that 

seeks to promote the area to prospective 

businesses and residents, has developed 

a comprehensive online resource of all 

area trails, with a smartphone app on 

the way.

Rush has covered every inch of trail in 

this corner of the state, but his favorite 

spot is on the Blowing Springs Trail in 

Bella Vista, which takes runners over a 

high bluff overlooking sandstone-dotted 

terrain. He usually runs from west to 

east, with the setting sun behind him 

illuminating the tall cedar trees.

Like views in the Rockies, the vista 

from atop the bluff always stops Rush, 

who’s been up several 14,000-foot peaks, 

mid-run. 

“When you get out there, you think 

you’re in Colorado,” he says.

KESSLER TRAIL RUN 
10K AND 20K. Held 

on the Mount Kessler 

trails each November, 

the Kessler Trail Runs 

have an average grade 

of 4.3 percent and 

plenty of rocks.

WAR EAGLE TAIL 
TWISTER TRAIL 
RACES. These 

races take place in 

Hobbs State Park-

Conservation Area in 

early June and feature 

10K, 25K and 50K 

distances. Proceeds 

from the run go 

toward upkeep of the 

trail system.

OUTBACK IN THE 
OZARKS. This 

200-mile relay 

passes through five 

state parks and 

a combination of 

forests and farmland 

on singletrack trails 

and forest-service 

roads. Teams can 

compete in the 

ultra (4-6 members) 

or standard (8-12 

members) categories.

STYX N’ STONES 
TRAIL RUN. A very 

technical 30K that 

takes places in Devil’s 

Den State Park near 

the community of 

West Fork.

Races

TR

Off-road running can bust you out of a running 

rut and make you a stronger all-around runner. Get a 

head start with Trailhead, a fun, illustrated guide that 
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Available now!
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BY ANDREW HUSBAND

So Much Space 
Escaping Boston Marathon madness for an 
adventure in the desert Southwest

No. Was I protesting the Boston Athletic 

Association’s banning of costumes and 

CamelBaks? Not really. A recent transplant 

to Boston, I was bringing a few friends out 

west for a change of scenery and a little 

taste of home. They were accustomed to 

towering cities with no personal space. I 

grew up in the Southwest, where suburbs 

sprawl into endless space.

I convinced some trail-running buddies 

and a few split-time junkies to run the 

Ragnar Trail Zion race with me. “Think 

of it!” I pitched. “A chance to escape while 

everybody else flocks to Boston.” None 

of these Yankees had ever seen the lights 

of Las Vegas or run Utah’s canyons, so 

they quickly took the bait. The race pit 

us against 120 miles of trails just 2,000 

feet shy of the national-park boundary. 

The longest leg, the 8.2-mile Red Loop, 

promised spectacular views of Zion 

National Park. From its highest point we 

would see the 7,810-foot tall West Temple, 

named by John Wesley Powell in 1872.

Fast forward to the pre-dawn hours of 

Saturday, April 26, 2014. Drenched, cold 

to the bone and with a dead headlamp, I 

welcomed the loop’s only paved portion. 

The relay exchange and, more importantly, 

light were close at hand. My headlamp had 

died on mile two of the Red Loop, which 

meant running six miles in pitch black. 

The West Temple was out of sight. When 

I met Lauren, a teammate waiting at the 

station, I asked for her lamp. I still had a 

second leg to finish.

Concerned, she asked, “Everything OK?”

“Of course!” I wheezed.

Even after six miles in the dark trying 

(and failing) to avoid rocks, roots and 

cacti, I pressed on for the sheer fun of it. 

We were all of us on a night run in the 

wilds of southern Utah. Fellow runners, 

teammates still awake and fellow campers  

were my spectators. The spotlights here 

were warming bonfires.

Marking the first anniversary of the 

attacks, Boston was an entirely different 

story. In 2013, some friends and I were 

watching live local coverage when the first 

bomb detonated. We were miles away from 

W hen Meb Keflezighi 
won the 2014 Boston 
Marathon, I was enjoying 

my layover in Chicago. Instead of 
cheering him on, I was jetting off to the 
American Southwest for a trail-running 
relay. Did I fear a repeat of the previous 
year’s tragedy? 

ABOVE: Race action on the Zion Ponderosa 

Ranch, location of the Ragnar Trail Zion. BELOW: 

Teammates Andy Lam, Lauren Desautels, Andrew 

Husband (the author), Erin Dempsey and Pete Ritter 

at the Grand Canyon.
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April 24-25, 2015
www.ragnartrail.com

Trail elevation ranges between 6,300 
and 6,900 feet, and distance is 125.9 
miles per relay team. Options are 
eight- and four-person teams.

Ragnar Trail 
Zion, Utah
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COMPRESS MUSCLES. CRUSH COMPETITION.
The world’s most advanced compression technology 
combined with race proven run technology to create 
the XTRM range for the ultimate experience in 
endurance run performance.
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the finish line, but knew several runners, 

volunteers, staff and spectators on the 

scene. The panic those blasts instilled 

in us was palpable, even smothering. We 

couldn’t escape it then, and we suspected 

the same for the follow-up.

When I tripped and fell for the fifth  

time, I picked myself back up and kept 

running. I was too calm to panic. The 

endless space around me, the faint 

silhouettes of trees and trail markers 

offered a sense of comfort I’ve always 

found in the open. I was thousands of 

miles from Boston’s media circus, and it 

felt wonderful.

An hour later I couldn’t feel a thing. 

A cold front from Idaho had showered 

Utah with its gifts, including rain and 

near-freezing temperatures. Some 

predicted a late-April blizzard. Dubious, 

I’d worn just the basics and assumed the 

front wouldn’t hit the trails for hours.

At the tent, Lauren huddled with others 

for warmth. We met briefly and exchanged 

the team’s bib tracker, but her face 

confessed her concern at my appearance. 

Everything was wet and nearly frozen, 

causing my pale complexion to approach 

crystal clarity. On cue, another teammate 

rushed me to camp.

I changed into dry clothes and burrowed 

into my sleeping bag, onto which the team 

piled blankets to raise my core temperature. 

As consciousness left me, they considered 

the possibility of a team DNF.

“Is this weather normal down here?” 

“No idea.” 

“If it is, they may not cancel.” 

“Maybe, but they should!”

Shortly after sunrise, officials did just 

that. According to Tanner Bell, Ragnar’s 

co-founder and president, it was the first 

cancellation in the organization’s 11-year 

history. Staffers quickly spread the news. 

It reached Matt, our final runner, when he 

arrived at the exchange a few hours later.

Safety-concerned officials ordered 

everyone to pack their gear and leave. In 

compliance, we gathered our belongings 

and edged our way past the ensuing 

traffic jam. Eight hours ahead of 

schedule, we were in no rush, as we had 

a red-eye out of Vegas that night. The 

return route would take us through the 

heart of Zion.

By then, the marathon was over, sports 

commentators had moved on and the city 

was back to normal. Boston was on our 

minds, but so too was the road ahead. 

With almost 200 miles to go, we exited the 

Zion-Mount Carmel Tunnel and stared in 

awe at the West Temple. Snow covered the 

canyon walls, but the skies beyond were 

clear. As the park road turned south, we 

marveled at the space beyond.

Part-time humorist, full-time rogue 

Texan, Andrew Husband is a freelance 

writer in Boston. Follow him 

@AndrewHusband.

The endless space 
around me, the faint 
silhouettes of trees 
and trail markers, 
offered a sense of 
comfort I’ve always 
found in the open. 
I was thousands 
of miles from 
Boston’s media 
circus, and it  
felt wonderful.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: First night at camp; Runners warm up at the 

fire; Zion Canyon’s West Temple in the distance; Teammate Andy 

Lam sprints to the finish line.
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and a horse

...one tough race.

Buckles to all long course finishers!

May 2 Cache Creek, Williams, CA

May 8-9 Clemson, Pendleton, CA 

May 8-9 Owyhee River Challenge, Adrian, OR

May 16 Mt. Adams, Trout Lake, WA

May 31 Klickitat Trek, Glenwood, WA

Jun 13 Old Dominion, Orkney Spring, VA

Jun 14 Descanso, Descanso, CA

Jun 20 Sunriver Classic, Bend, OR

   Jun 27 45th RIDE & TIE WORLD 
    CHAMPIONSHIP, Ashland, OR

Jul 11-12  Bandit Springs, Prineville, OR

Jul 25 Old Dominion Weekend, 

  Orkney Springs, VA

Aug 8 Santiam Cascade, Sisters, OR

Aug 21-22 Iron Mountain Jubilee, 

  Ivanhoe, VA

Sep 5-6 Mt. Spokane, Spokane, WA

Sep 6 Old Selam, Centerville, ID

Sep 6 One Heart, Maxwell, IA

Sep 11-13 East Coast Regional 
Championship, Onieda, TN 
“Buckles to all long course
finishers”
Oct 3 Coolest, Cool, CA

Oct 10 Foothills of the Cascades, Molalla, OR

Oct 11 Fall Descanso, Descanso, CA

Oct 11 Man vs. Horse Equathon, 

  Inyokern,CA

Oct 16-17 Tiger Tail, Pendleton, SC
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Runners at the 2014 Taos Ski Valley 10K Up & Over power hike to get it done.

The Up & Over Trail Run is jointly hosted by the Taos Ski 

Valley Area Chamber of Commerce and the resort company Taos 

Ski Valley Inc. on resort property and Carson National Forest 

lands. The valley is located in the stunning Sangre de Cristo 

Mountains, 35 minutes from the laid-back, artsy community 

of Taos. The Swiss-inspired architecture of the valley’s ski 

village stands in stark contrast to the adobe pueblos common to 

northern New Mexico. 

Locals seeking a difficult trail race organized the event in 

2006 to highlight the beautiful vistas and steep terrain found 

throughout the Taos area. Up from 30 participants in its 

first year, Up & Over attracted 

147 runners of all ages, from nine 

to 86, and abilities, from well-

acclimated local competitors to 

casual runners looking for a short but demanding trail run on 

a combination of cat tracks, rocky singletrack and well-worn 

earthen paths. 

Starting at the iconic pagoda located at the base of the Taos 

ski area, we follow a steep cat track halfway up the mountain. 

Training at my home’s moderate, 4,500-foot elevation has been 

insufficient to prepare me, and soon my legs and lungs burn. Like 

many other racers, I switch from an ineffectual shuffle to a power 

hike, and focus on reaching the summit, hidden somewhere above 

the last pitch of the trail. 

I finally break free of the oppressive cloud layer and am greeted 

Shut Up and Ski Run It
New Mexico’s Taos Ski Valley 10K Up & Over Trail Run

I  t is summertime, and I stand in the cathedral of northern New Mexico’s Taos Ski 
Valley, preparing to race the Taos Ski Valley 10K Up & Over Trail Run. On a clear day, 
I would be able to see the state’s highest point, Wheeler Peak, from the valley, but 
clouds obstruct it, as well as the high point of today’s race—the top of a chairlift just 

below the Highline Ridge, which leads to 12,481-foot Kachina Peak. A rookie to this race, I 
nervously toe the starting line with locals, or Taoseños, and others who have run in previous 
years. I ponder the 2,612 vertical feet in the 2.8 miles of trail leading to the summit. At the 
start, we’re already at an elevation of 9,207 feet. 

Taos 10K 
Up & Over Trail Run

RACE DAY

August 1, 2015

ENTRY FEE

$55; $60 on race day

REGISTER

www.taosskivalley.com/trailrun

GETTING THERE

Fly into Sante Fe or Albuquerque; 

both airports have direct shuttle 

service to the Taos Ski Valley. Or, 

from the town of Taos, drive about 

20 miles north on U.S. Highway 64 

and State Highway 150.

ACCOMMODATIONS

 In the Ski Valley, book a room at 

the Alpine Village Suites or find a 

vacation rental (www.taosskivalley.

com/pages/stay/Taos-Ski-Valley), 

or in town, try the Historic Taos 

Inn, housed in 19th-century adobe 

structures in Taos. Camping is also 

available in Carson National Forest.

POST-RACE GRUB

The oldest brew pub in New Mexico, 

Eske’s Brew Pub, serving famous 

green chili stew (and green chili beer, 

for the strong of heart), is located 

just off the plaza in Taos. Or for ribeye 

nachos and mezcal, look to the Adobe 

Bar, located in the Historic Taos 

Inn. In the Ski Valley, the Bavarian 

Restaurant & Lodge adds a little 

Alpine flavor with Bavarian cuisine and 

German beers on tap.

BONUS RUN

The Devisadero Trail is a 5.6-mile 

loop on the outskirts of town with an 

excellent view of the expansive Taos 

Valley. It gains just over 1,400 feet, 

topping out at 8,304 feet.
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with a clear view of the race’s 11,819-foot 

zenith, a treeless, rocky ridge. At the top, 

runners receive shouts of well-deserved 

encouragement from volunteers who have 

taken the chairlift to the summit, then 

plunge down the mountain’s far side on the 

loose scree that comprises the Honeysuckle 

Trail. I follow the few runners ahead of me, 

and as echoes of the volunteers’ inspirations 

fade, they’re replaced in my head by an old 

fell-running adage: “Brakes off, brain off.” 

I accept the controlled falling that is a 

mountain-running descent, and welcome 

the strain of new muscle groups. Through 

an oxygen-starved brain, I mutter to my 

screaming quads and hamstrings, “Shut up 

and run it,” an adaptation of the bumper-

sticker slogan once seen throughout 

Taos that expressed locals’ views on the 

snowboarders carving these hillsides.

I drop down the mountain’s east side 

on the Honeysuckle Trail and hurdle two 

ephemeral, snowmelt-fed streams, trying 

fruitlessly to reel in time lost on the ascent. 

I follow a stony cat track below treeline and 

weave between shimmering aspen groves. I 

am awed at the beauty of the surrounding 

peaks, humbled by my small place in this 

geologic wonder. 

After making the final turn onto the 

smooth, singletrack Rubezahl Trail,  I tear 

down the hillside to the welcoming shouts 

and applause of hundreds of Taoseño 

spectators and volunteers. The clouds 

finally start shedding their precipitation 

shortly after I cross the finish line, so we 

dash indoors, where age-group winners 

receive unique clay medals, handcrafted 

by artisans in neighboring Arroyo  Seco. I 

revel in the day’s successes as the smells of 

European-influenced food and the sounds 

of live music begin to fill the village air.

Hayden Janssen lives in Helena, 

Montana, with his wife and two dogs. He 

is co-owner of Primitive Mechanix (www.

primitivemechanix.com), a consultancy that 

promotes running through participation, 

education and community outreach. He 

constantly seeks the sublime.

Through an oxygen-starved 
brain, I mutter to my screaming 
quads and hamstrings, “Shut up 
and run it.”

Running through challenging terrain requires maximum control – meet 

the high-performance trail running collection from Mammut.  Dynamic, 

breathable, lightweight and durable.  

The international consumer driven Testevent features the Alpine 

Performance collection on the Pers Glacier moraine in Switzerland.          

www.mammut.com
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Enter the 
Trail Runner/
Mammut
Reader Photo 
Contest 

Please email low-resolution 72-ppi jpegs (no more than six at a time) to: 

photos@bigstonepub.com. We will request high-res files of images selected for 

final consideration. 

In each issue, we will pick an Editors’ Choice image, and the  

photographer will receive a pair of Mammut MTR 141 shoes. 

MSRP: $119 (www.mammut.ch)

M ia B a t t a g l iaP H O T O

Trail Runner’s contributing editor leads the way 

through high-alpine terrain during a six-day hut 

trip in the Italian Dolomites. In the background, the 

imposing Sella massif.

R U N N E R S
J e nn S h e l t o n , 

A n dr e a s I r s a r a
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Navigating the rocky Ram’s Head Trail on St. John’s in 

the U.S. Virgin Islands at dusk. The trail offers panoramic 

views of the island, but its technical nature means you 

spend more time looking down than up.

Ja y  Kol s chP H O T O

R U N N E R J o sh Hami l t on
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ROCK
STEADY
JOHN STORKAMP HAS BATTLED ADDICTION, FINISHED SOME OF THE 

TOUGHEST RACES ON THE PLANET AND RECEIVED ACCOLADES AS A RACE 

DIRECTOR. BUT HE REALLY EXCELS AT MAKING THOSE AROUND HIM BETTER.

When Storkamp started running in the mid-1990s, 

he noticed a lot of addicts and alcoholics gravitated 

toward marathons; when he started training for ultras 

in 2003, he noticed that trend even more. Hardly 

anyone talked about it, though.

“Now, it seems like everyone is talking about 

this dark undercurrent these days, with depression, 

alcoholism, etc., and ultrarunning,” he says. “Rob 

Krar, Tim Olson and so on. I think it is great, but it is 

easy to get into sound bites: 

‘I’m an addict and now I run 

and I’m a better person and 

on and on.’”

Storkamp is a Minnesota 

trail and ultrarunning 

institution. He directs 

arguably the most popular 

events in the state, at 

distances ranging from 5K to 

100 miles, between the Zumbro, Afton and Superior 

(spring and fall) races and his Endless Summer Trail 

Series. He has notched wins and top-five finishes at 

classic trail races like the Voyageur 50 Mile, as well 

as at winter races so remote and brutal even many 

ultrarunners can’t conceive finishing them. John 

knows everyone; everyone knows John. How he got to 

this point, from a youth fraught with addiction and 

mental illness, is on the one hand a classic story of 

ohn Storkamp is nothing special. According to 
him, anyway. 

“It’s easy to make this shit sound cute,” he says. 
It’s a tacit warning: don’t make this yet another 

story about an addict who finds salvation through 
ultrarunning. There are too many of those. They 
don’t paint the whole picture.

J

BY 
ALEX 
KURT
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beating the odds. But as Storkamp warns, it’s not always 

that straightforward. 

“If ultrarunning is all you’ve got keeping the fabric of 

your mental health and sobriety, those are pretty thin 

threads because some day your knee is going to be sore 

and you can’t run,” he says. “There’s a deeper piece. It’s 

just running. There’s a lot more to being a man.”

THE LONG SLOG
Storkamp speaks gently, with the slightest northwoods 

accent (the kind featured exaggeratedly in the movie 

Fargo). It grows thicker when he starts goofing around or 

making fun of himself, which is often. His demeanor is 

small-town, laid-back, don’t-take-yourself-too-seriously. 

The muscles in his back and arms reflect years of physical 

toil. His far-reaching eyes are that of a hardened survivor, 

while his garish ear gauges and always-present Buff land 

him squarely in the trail-running tribe. 

In the 20 years since he got sober and started running, 

Storkamp’s race resume grew quickly, eventually boasting 

PRs of 2:49 in the marathon and 6:05 over 50 miles. Many 

a lithe runner with a crisp team uniform and five-ounce 

racing flats has been surprised to see the tree-trunk-

solid Storkamp, tattooed and shirtless, trucking past at 

Minnesota road-circuit races en route to a 1:31 25K or a 

1:19 half-marathon.

But he doesn’t really shine until you take away the 

crowds and the other runners. Replace the road with a 

trail. Make the race longer. In trail ultras up to (and over) 

100 miles in and around Minnesota, Storkamp rarely 

misses the podium.

“He’s tough as hell, but there’s also a hopefulness and 

an optimism about him with all his races and running 

goals,” says Kurt Decker, 44, of Minneapolis, who manages 

a local running store and has known Storkamp through 

the local trail-racing scene for almost a decade. “It’s all so 

straightforward with him, to just grind forward. Those 

races where your mind really becomes your enemy, those 

are the ones where John excels, because that’s never an 

issue for him.” 

Now cover the trail in snow. Make the course longer and 

slower, so it takes almost two days to finish—if you’re one of 

the fast ones. That’s where the mind becomes your enemy if 

you’re not John Storkamp. Three wins at the Arrowhead 135, 

a snowbound slog through northern Minnesota in January 

that is even colder than it sounds, say all you need to know 

about his propensity to look past that otherworldly realm of 

suffering and simply move forward.

“I like winter races because you don’t go fast,” Storkamp 

says, leaning back in his chair at a diner in the tiny southeast 

Minnesota city of Afton, near his hometown of Hastings. 

 “You just go forward,” he continues. “But it’s still 

tough as hell.”

Long winter races, he says, strip you down to the bare 

essentials. You can’t start too fast and fake your way to 

a decent time. There is no show, no glitz. You are often 

alone. They are about moving forward. Surviving. Thriving 

only if you’re lucky, and even then not for long. 

FALLING IN
Storkamp was five years old the first time he drank. His 

parents divorced when he was two, and three years later 

his mom remarried. During the wedding reception at their 

house in Hastings, his older brother and two older step 

brothers took empty soda cans and filled them with beer 

from the keg so they could imbibe without being detected.

“Naturally, I wanted to be like my older brothers,” he 

says, “and I followed suit.”

He didn’t partake again for a few years, but by age nine 

he had made a hobby of crimes like theft and vandalism—

Storkamp training through the Minnesota winter at Afton State Park.
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Overseeing the start of the 2014 Zumbro 100.

not because he had a criminal 

inclination or a destructive 

streak, but because his friends 

did it, he says. At this time, his 

friends also drank, so he followed. 

It was easy to steal beer from his 

mom and step-dad’s refrigerator, 

or the neighbors’ garage in 

Hastings. 

“Wherever I could find it,” he 

says, he was downing booze. He 

didn’t always get drunk at first, but 

by age 11, it was a regular thing. 

With the drinking came drugs—

and not just the innocuous stuff, 

like pot. 

“I was taking LSD and 

eventually moved on to harder 

drugs,” he says. “I never eased 

into it. It was all or nothing from 

the word go. That has always 

been my personality.”

Pre-teen Storkamp wasn’t a skilled criminal; he spent 

those years breaking the law frequently and, almost as 

frequently, getting caught. He earned felonies for breaking 

and entering and drug possession. He was in and out of 

juvenile hall, rehab, halfway houses and, when his mom and 

stepdad decided they wouldn’t take him back, foster care.

He wanted to quit. He knew it was dangerous. But it 

wasn’t that simple. Addiction is nuanced, the result of 

a symbiotic pull between deep voids and quick earthly 

solutions that make those voids deeper and wider. And 

Storkamp’s relationship with drugs and alcohol was even 

more complex—through several psychiatric evaluations, 

he was diagnosed as manic-depressive and borderline 

schizophrenic. He says he may have found life unbearable 

without the crutch of a chemically fueled euphoria. 

“At that time, [drugs and alcohol] likely saved my life,” 

he says.

“It was like they were a life preserver in an ocean that 

I did not know how to swim in,” he continues. As he 

developed a tolerance, the figurative life preserver provided 

him less and less buoyancy, eventually running out of air 

and sinking under the waves. 

“I didn’t know how to swim, so I just clung to the 

motherfucker until my head was underwater and I was 

drowning.” 

LEARNING TO SWIM
In 1993, at age 14, Storkamp, on probation for felony 

breaking and entering and drug possession, took a bus 

“HE’S TOUGH AS HELL, 
BUT THERE’S ALSO A 
HOPEFULNESS AND 
AN OPTIMISM ABOUT 
HIM WITH ALL HIS 
RACES AND RUNNING 
GOALS,” SAYS KURT 
DECKER. “IT’S ALL SO 
STRAIGHTFORWARD 
WITH HIM, TO JUST 
GRIND FORWARD.”
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to visit a friend in New York City. He discovered crank—

known today as meth—and found himself in no hurry to 

book a return trip. For a brief period he was homeless on 

the streets of both New York and Hartford, Connecticut, 

snorting crank. Eventually, he tired of it. He didn’t see 

home as a better option, but he didn’t know where else to 

go. “Homeless, broke and strung out, I took a bus back to 

Minnesota with no real intention of getting clean,” he says. 

Having violated his probation by running away to the 

East Coast, he was quickly arrested when he arrived back 

in his home state. Too young to go to jail proper—and 

still unwelcome at his mom and step-dad’s house—he was 

sent to a psych ward and, eventually, a halfway house in 

Stillwater, Minnesota.

That was when his uncle, Richard “Dick” Gruber, paid 

him a visit. 

“I didn’t see anything wrong with John other than his 

being a teenager who was just having more trouble with it 

than most,” Gruber says. “He was going to become a ward 

of the state, so I appealed to the courts to let him come live 

with me, and they consented.”

Storkamp moved in with Gruber and his wife on their 

five-and-a-half-acre property outside Stillwater. Gruber 

enrolled him in the local high school. Storkamp had 

been clean since he got off the bus and was attending AA 

meetings, but Gruber had no intention of coddling him. 

Booze was out there in the real world, and his nephew 

would have to learn to live alongside it. 

“I told him, ‘Here’s my liquor cabinet,’” Gruber says. 

“‘I’m not gonna lock it, but you and I have an agreement 

[that you’ll not drink or take drugs] and you don’t want to 

violate it, because you’re going to land back in a place you 

don’t want to be.’”

For Storkamp, it was excruciating. He couldn’t 

simply flip a switch and stop craving drugs and alcohol. 

Something else had to change. Luckily for him, his uncle 

put him to work. 

“The first day, he made me move boulders around all 

day,” Storkamp says. “For dinner we had a raw-onion-and-

mustard sandwich, and the next day we split wood all day.”

It was so simple that it made him feel good: completing 

tasks, making discernible progress on the things that 

sustained life at the cabin. 

“I remember the turning point for John,” Gruber says. 

“We were cutting big trees, and I thought, ‘Well, he’s gotta 

learn how to use the chainsaw.’

“Well, he took that chainsaw, and when the tree came 

down, it was like he was a new person,” Gruber continues. 

“I can’t tell you why exactly, but I think it was because, for 

the first time, he saw that he was in control and that he 

made something happen.”

But there was only so much wood to split, only so many 

boulders to move or trees to fell. As Storkamp’s energy 

outgrew the small compound of his uncle’s property, 

Gruber suggested he start running. Joining his new 

school’s team didn’t appeal to him—his one attempt at 

joining a team, in sixth grade, had ended quickly when he 

was busted for drug possession and kicked off the squad—

so Gruber had another idea.

“I’d set a route with my car and say, ‘See how fast you 

can run it,’” Gruber says. They went two or three times a 

week at first. Storkamp grew faster. He started running 

more. He started going farther.

Meanwhile, he made progress with AA, attending 

meetings every day and getting a sponsor. The void once 

filled by drugs and alcohol he filled by running, by daily 

chores, by taking control of his life. His head was above the 

surface and he was successfully treading water.

TAKING CONTROL
Storkamp left his uncle’s cabin clean and sober, taking odd 

jobs to make ends meet and satiate the need for control 

Gruber had identified that day in the woods. He worked 

in a cabinet shop, in coffee shops, in furniture repair and 

even as a flight attendant before he landed in commercial 

construction, working outside, with his hands, just as he 

had at the cabin.

When he was 19, Storkamp became involved with a 

woman, and, in 1999, his daughter Emma was born. He 

and Emma’s mother did not stay together but they remain 

present in each other’s lives. 

“Emma means everything to me and she is my number-

one priority,” he says. “That being said, she is very self-

sufficient, autonomous and only seems to need subtle 

guidance from me … being a good father is especially 

important to me as I did not have much contact with my 

own father when I was young.”

In May 2002, Storkamp met Cheri Brabec, a friend 

of his brother’s wife. As is his tendency, John hit the 

accelerator. They were married by June 2003. It was a 

good life—John would transition to an office role with the 

construction company, and Cheri was the general manager 

of a restaurant. With Emma, they had a family, and John 

reconciled with his mother and stepdad; he and Cheri 

would later move into his parents’ Hastings home when 

the restaurant where Cheri worked went out of business.

Still pursuing a sub-2:50 marathon (he would run 2:49 

at Grandma’s Marathon in 2014) and feeling his way into 

the trail and ultra scene, John was making a swath of new 

friends in the running community.

One of them was Larry Pederson, a famously white-

bearded trail guru of the northwoods who in 2005 took 

the reins as race director for the Superior Trail Races. 

Superior was a classic race, known for its rugged course on 

the jagged, technical ridges of Lake Superior’s north shore; 

one of the original “dozen or so” 100-mile trail races in 

the United States by Storkamp’s estimation, it had nearly 

fizzled in the early 2000s and Pederson was charged with 

revitalizing it. 

He needed all the help he could get, so he turned to his 

friends, including Storkamp.

“I told Larry that I’ll help for five years, but on the sixth 

year I’m going to actually run the 100,” he says. But by 

the fifth year, in 2010, the Superior trail race was alive 

and well, and as popular as ever. So Larry decided to turn 
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over the reins right then and there.

“He came to me and asked me to take it over,” Storkamp 

says. “So of course, I said, ‘Yeah.’”

He had no idea what was in store.

THE GROWTH OF ROCKSTEADY
Fast forward to a muggy summer morning in early July 

2014, when a crowd gathers in a field next to a parking lot 

at Minnesota’s Afton State Park. Two trails leading out of 

the open space are the only real clues that this will serve 

as the start and finish area for one of Minnesota’s biggest 

trail races, the Afton 50K and 25K, with a total field of 600 

runners annually.

At the start—there is no marked line—sits a stepladder. 

Storkamp climbs to the top and the crowd goes quiet.

Sporting a utility belt and work gloves, he looks more 

the part of mechanic than race director. He gives out 

instructions and describes the course markings. As always, 

he tells an intentionally bad pre-race joke.

“Two cannibals are eating a clown,” he says, the Fargo 

accent growing thicker. “One cannibal turns to the other 

and says, ‘Hey, does this taste funny to you?’”

He thanks everyone who make his races work. He 

thanks Cheri. 

“She’s the most patient woman in the world,” he says, 

mopily. “I mean, c’mon. Look at me.”

In 2013, Storkamp had taken the leap, quitting his 

construction job of over 10 years and establishing 

Rocksteady Running (RSR) to put his full attention into 

directing and growing the races.  

Afton is one of eight races—four multi-event ultras and 

a series of shorter summer trail races—Storkamp now 

directs. His events are at once well polished and rough 

around the edges, eschewing flash for an old-school 

aesthetic but retaining a few crucial modern amenities.

“When I see big fancy 

finish lines, all this 

presentation, I cringe a 

little,” Storkamp says. 

But don’t mistake 

that attitude for a 

lackadaisical attention to 

details. The aid stations 

are well stocked and 

smoothly run by veteran 

volunteers. Professional 

chip-timing equipment 

records official results, and the social media channels 

of each race feature real-time updates with photos and 

results. The courses are impeccably marked. 

“My favorite flavor of running is a John Storkamp race,” 

says Charlie Murray, 34, of Minneapolis. “There’s no pushy 

crowds or start line. John simply gathers a reasonable 

amount of runners, points to a crack in the pavement or 

drags his toe in the dirt, reminds you the flags are on the 

right and yells, ‘Go!’” 

THE YETNA RIVER
If there is a race with even less flair than a Storkamp 

production, it might be the Arrowhead 135; starting 

in January in International Falls, Minnesota, near the 

Canadian border, it’s too cold to stand around. It’s too cold 

for spectators. 

In 2014, it was even too cold for John Storkamp. He was 

entered in the race, alright, and planning to run it. More 

than that, Storkamp, then 34, was the man to beat. He had 

finished the brutally cold slogfest five times since 2006, 

winning it three of those years, and now he was relatively 

fresh off a 10th-place finish at Alaska’s 350-mile Iditarod 

Trail Invitational (ITI) the previous March. 

Storkamp with his wife, Cheri (upper left), his daughter, Emma (lower left), 

and Larry Pederson (right) at the 2011 Zumbro races.
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“IT WAS LIKE 
[THE DRUGS AND 
ALCHOHOL] WERE A 
LIFE PRESERVER,” 
HE CONTINUES. BUT 
IT BEGAN RUNNING 
OUT OF AIR. “I DIDN’T 
KNOW HOW TO SWIM, 
SO I JUST CLUNG ON 
UNTIL MY HEAD WAS 
UNDERWATER AND I 
WAS DROWNING.”
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But as the competition left International Falls and 

started pulling their sleds down the snowmobile trail 

that comprises most of the course, Storkamp was sitting 

in a nearby McDonald’s, eating an Egg McMuffin.

“I was just hanging out, staying warm,” he says. “Then 

everyone left so I figured I should get out there.”

He left the McDonald’s, grabbed his sled and trudged 

in pursuit of the pack. By mile 30, he had towed his sled 

into second place, where he would eventually finish, in 46 

hours 30 minutes.

“A few years ago, when I was new to this, I wouldn’t 

have let that relaxed start happen,” he says. “I would have 

been much more anxious, toeing the start line before the 

gun goes off. I’m a lot more patient now.” 

Years of trial and error had finally taught John to ease 

off the accelerator. Ten months prior to that edition of 

Arrowhead, that newfound patience was being tested as 

he slowly postholed through waist-deep snow down the 

wrong side of the Yetna River in Alaska. Only 16 miles 

into the ITI, he and another competitor had missed a 

course marking; now they were slogging along a body of 

water wider than the mammoth section of the Mississippi 

next to Storkamp’s hometown of Hastings, wondering if 

they would need to cross it to get to the first aid station.

“Each step we took, it was like, ‘Well, we’re really 

committed now,’” he says. “But that was just our situation. 

We didn’t give it too much thought.”

Eventually the river narrowed and they crossed.

“We made it to that first aid station, and it was a completely 

different dynamic after that,” Storkamp says. “I had never 

teamed up with someone before, but from then on, if one of 

us was down, the other one would go slower, and vice-versa.”

The pressure of racing relieved—replaced by that simple 

yet mortally necessary task of moving forward, putting one 

foot in front of the other—Storkamp finished the course in 

7 days 5 hours 15 minutes.

A PLACE FOR EVERYONE
So what has Storkamp been moving toward all this time?

For him, accomplishment was never going to take 

the form of making a lot of money, nor would he want 

that; he and Cheri are still living with his mother and 

stepfather, and race directing is hardly a for-profit 

business. And despite some fast PRs, his running will 

never take him to the Olympics, or to the top 10 at 

Western States. 

But Storkamp is hardly an average person. Ask anyone 

who knows him. There’s something else. For one thing, he 

is relatable, no matter your background.

In late 2013, Storkamp was a featured speaker at 

the Upper Midwest Trail Runners’ annual banquet in 

Stillwater, Minnesota, where he spoke about his experience 

at that year’s ITI. It caught the attention of then-44-year-

old Julio C. Salazar, of South St. Paul, a new trail runner 

sitting in the audience. He introduced himself afterward 

and heard more of Storkamp’s story. 

 “The thing I remember the most is John talking about 

being kicked out of school and not having a second chance 

with the running team,” says Salazar. “[It was] that one 

thing that could have given him another opportunity at 

getting better.”

It resonated because Salazar had previously struggled 

with depression, drinking and eating disorders, and was 

Competing at the Iditarod Trail Invitational, Alaska.
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“A FEW YEARS AGO, 
WHEN I WAS NEW TO 
THIS, I WOULDN’T HAVE 
LET THAT RELAXED 
START HAPPEN,” HE 
SAYS. “I WOULD HAVE 
BEEN MUCH MORE 
ANXIOUS, TOEING THE 
START LINE BEFORE THE 
GUN GOES OFF. I’M A LOT 
MORE PATIENT NOW.”



on the verge of creating the Break the Stigma Project 

(BSP), a campaign aimed at raising awareness of mental 

health issues that includes a plan by Salazar to traverse 

Minnesota on foot in May 2015.

“Once I explained to John what my idea was, he could 

not wait to offer to help,” says Salazar, who notes all of 

BSP’s logos and graphics were subsequently designed 

by Storkamp. Salazar has also become one of the most 

familiar entrants and volunteers at RSR events.

“Storkamp and his races offer a very family oriented 

feeling to it,” he says. “His races are a sanctuary for me.”

Another of Rocksteady Running’s most familiar faces 

is that of Bob Marsh, 51, of Burnsville, Minnesota. In 

2012 (before he was a volunteer at nearly every event of 

Storkamp’s), Marsh ran a small summer RSR race and 

met Storkamp.

“I told him my history of injuries and that I wanted to 

try ultramarathons, and he gave me so much great advice,” 

Marsh says. “From someone who I have never met, I 

thought it was remarkable.”

Marsh has also battled depression much of his life. 

“Running is not the solution for depression or a mental 

illness,” he says. “Having the right support system in place 

and taking your medication is what is important. Running 

is just an added blessing.”

When that support system is in place long enough, and 

you go long enough without drinking a drop or taking a 

drug, Storkamp says life gets better, and relapsing looks 

less and less tempting.

“Maybe once every few years things get tough, I get in a 

bad place and for a fraction of a second it presents itself as 

an option, then as quick as it comes it’s gone,” he says. “I 

have tools now to combat that sort of thing.” 

For the runners and innumerable others he and RSR 

have reached, Storkamp provides more than an uplifting 

story of triumph over struggle. Indeed, Storkamp’s 

races enable people from Marsh to Murray, lawyers to 

electricians, people with demons to people blissfully 

without, to challenge themselves in ways they’d never 

conceived, together. 

At its head is Storkamp, whose darkest days never 

offered a shortcut out, or a way to fake it; his only option 

was to put one foot in front of the other, and so he did. At 

the start of each race he stands atop his stepladder, ready 

to send another batch of runners—veterans and rookies 

alike—on their own passage. And there is no better high 

for Storkamp.

“I have found a better way [than alcohol and drugs],” he 

says. “There just wouldn’t be any reason to go back. Life is 

too good.” 

Alex Kurt once managed a wrong turn at the Superior 50 

Mile despite Storkamp’s excellent course markings. He lives 

in Minneapolis.

9th August 2015

RUN with world class athletes and enthusiastic 
runners in the 2nd Ethiotrail, in the Abijatta-Shalla 
Lakes National Park, in the heart of the Great 
Ethiopian Rift Valley. 
 

ENJOY with family and friends the Pasta Party, Kid’s 
race, Post-race BBQ, cultural shows and many 
more activities! 
COME, RUN, AND DISCOVER AMAZING ETHIOPIA 

 

www.ETHIOTrail.com 

Organiser:  Partners in the US:  

9th August 2015
RUN Wild Ethiopia 
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My friend also happens to be a guy and 

attractive. We share a mutual admiration 

for one another as runners, and I didn’t 

want our feelings toward each other to 

escalate. I’m conscious of maintaining 

boundaries with friends because, a 

decade earlier, I became inappropriately 

entangled with another married runner, 

and I vowed never to repeat a mistake 

that nearly cost me my marriage.

Alone in the wilderness over 

miles of singletrack, he and I talked 

enthusiastically about training and the 

nuances of ultramarathon preparation. 

Gossip about so-and-so’s Strava data 

gave way to debating the contents of 

drop bags and the elevation profiles 

of different race courses—topics that 

would have made our spouses’ eyes 

glaze over. 

“Why is it,” I asked him, “that the 

races I’m dying to do are out of state in 

late August and early September? I can’t 

get away when the kids are transitioning 

back to school.”

“I know,” he commiserated, “it sucks!”

Suddenly he stopped abruptly, looked 

at his watch and dropped an F-bomb. 

He had to turn back and get home to his 

wife, he said, because “if I don’t, she’ll 

bitch me out again.” 

His voice had an edge of hostility that 

alarmed and saddened me. How would 

his wife feel, I wondered, knowing her 

husband spoke about her critically while 

he was running with someone else’s wife? 

Their marriage is in trouble, I thought 

to myself. Then, with a twinge of guilt, I 

realized that I was testing the limits of 

my husband’s patience and trust once 

again. Is mine, too?

I considered asking my friend about 

what was going on between him and 

his wife, but I’ve learned the hard way 

how that kind of talk between running 

partners can lead to a bonding that 

some psychologists call an “emotional 

affair”—a connection in which you 

want to share details with the other 

runner that you don’t want to share 

with your partner.

So instead, I encouraged my friend to go 

back. “We ran a good amount,” I said. “I 

want to get home to Morgan, anyway. We 

have fun stuff planned this afternoon.” 

Then we went our separate ways.

My friend and I are hardly alone 

in struggling to balance a passion for 

trail running, and for running-related 

friendships, with a commitment to our 

loved ones. Often, conflict arises when 

one partner’s casual interest in trail 

running develops into a much greater 

commitment, and the other partner 

IS 
RUNNING 
A THREAT 
TO YOUR 
RELATIONSHIP

M y friend and I were 
nearly three hours 
into a Saturday-

morning run through the 
redwoods in the Oakland hills. 
We’re both in our 40s, both have 
two kids and both have spouses 
who woke up alone sometime 
after we left our houses in the 
pre-dawn hours to run. 

Continued on pg. 60

HOW TO HANDLE CONFLICT WITH 
YOUR SIGNIFICANT OTHER OVER YOUR 
PASSION FOR TRAIL RUNNING

BY 
SARAH 
LAVENDER 
SMITH

ILLUSTRATION 
BY DUSHAN 
MILIC
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ot long ago, I took an 

informal poll of what the trail 

runners in our office look for 

in a trail shoe.

“Zero to 8mm drop, minimalist to mid-

cushion, softer stiffness,” said one.  

“Can’t stand minimal shoes!” said another.

“I prefer shoes with a 4 to 6mm differential, 

adequate but not overdone cushioning—

something that can take a beating but isn’t so 

bulky as to inhibit a natural gait cycle—and on 

the stiff side,” said a third.

“Hmm, not sure about flex and stuff, but I 

need a lot of arch support,” said a fourth.

If describing a shoe preference can seem as 

complex and individualized as ordering a drink 

at Starbucks, the good news for trail runners 

is that there are almost as many varieties 

of trail shoes on the market today as there 

are permutations of latte. Our spring 2015 

roundup has just about anything you could 

dream up: super-stable mountain runners with 

monster tread; a super-flexible mud runner 

with monster tread; agile, low-drop models 

with just enough cushion to go long; a max-

cushioned model light and responsive enough 

to go fast; and tried-and-true classics with 

middle-of-the-road appeal. 

Whatever your trail running goals are this 

spring, it won’t be hard to find a shoe that fits.

For more in-depth reviews and opinions 

from our 80-plus wear testers, check out 

trailrunnermag.com/spring15shoes.

IF THE 
SHOE FITS
From mud-run monsters 

to road-trail hybrids to old-

school classics, this spring 

has a trail shoe for everyone.

 BY PAUL CUNO-BOOTH

N

La Sportiva 

Mutant
 11.3 oz | 10mm drop | $130

THE DIRT: Another monstrous mountain runner from La Sportiva, the Mutant features an 

aggressive, sticky-rubber tread that lends confidence on mud, slick surfaces and technical 

mountain trails, and an abrasion-resistant upper that protects the foot from all sides. A 

prominent rocker, described by one tester as a “little launching pad,” keeps feet flying through 

every stride. The shoe’s most innovative “mutation,” though, is an overlapping, wraparound 

tongue that, along with reinforced overlays in the midfoot and a high cuff, locks the fit in for an 

extremely stable ride over rough terrain.

Because of its stiffness and a cuff that can chafe a bit, some runners may find the shoe 

uncomfortable for longer runs, but beastly trails call for a beastly shoe, and there the Mutant 

lives up to its name.

BEST FOR: Runs up to half-marathon distance that involve primarily technical trails, 

bushwacking, wet conditions and/or mountain running.

FIT: Runs a tad small, and quite narrow; runners with wider feet may find the fit uncomfortable.

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/lasportivamutant

EC
Editors’
Choice

Tester-Monial: 
“The Mutants are mean looking, and have the features 
to back it up. There was never a moment when I felt 
like the terrain had the upper hand.”
 —Zachary Leighton, Folsom, CA



THE DIRT: The fearsome-looking Terrex Boost—

says one tester, “It reminded me of Darth Vader: 

more machine than man”—is built for the nastiest 

conditions. Aggressive lugs and a grippy rubber 

outsole made by tire company Continental shone 

during early-spring slop season, lending our 

testers confidence on snow, ice, mud and wet 

grass as well as on dry dirt and rock. 

The springy “boost” midsole, protective TPU 

plate and heavy rubber overlays on the upper 

guard feet from rocks and sharp branches. Testers 

liked the shoe’s stability, especially in the deep 

heel pocket, though some found the midsole 

and upper overly rigid. The midsole stiffness 

also limited agility and ground feel on twisting 

singletrack; this is a shoe for rolling over terrain 

like a tank. 

BEST FOR: Technical trails and mud, wet grass, 

snow and ice.

FIT: Secure in the heel and midfoot, though the fit 

is a little long in the forefoot; consider sizing down.

TESTER-MONIAL: “These things are trail machines. 

They eat up the trail with amazing traction, and are 

amazing at cutting through and shedding muck.”

—Jason A. Miller, Austin, TX

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/adidasterrexboost

Adidas 

Terrex Boost

 11.5 oz | 6mm drop | $160

Tester-Monial: 
“The Runnegade 

should not be 
the only shoe in 

your arsenal, but 
will make a great 

addition for those 
wet and muddy 

days when you just 
can’t wait to get  

out and play.”
—Justin Lottig, 

Honolulu, HI

THE DIRT: Known in the past for its minimalist 

offerings, Merrell is branching out with the Charge 

and other models in its All Out line. At first glance, 

our testers thought the Charge seemed bulky—

some even said it looked like a light hiker—but 

were pleasantly surprised by its light weight and 

agility on the trails. 

Though the thick midsole provides ample 

cushioning, flex points on the outsole make the 

Charge surprisingly flexible. The moderately 

aggressive tread performs well on dry trails 

with some technical or wet stretches, though it 

tends to collect mud. Testers especially liked the 

comfortable, secure fit that “cradles” the foot and 

the no-slip tongue, fully gusseted on one side.

BEST FOR: Long runs or ultras on dry, relatively 

nontechnical trails; road-to-trail.

FIT: True to size; snug in the heel, with a roomy 

toebox. 

TESTER-MONIAL: “They’re not at home in super-

burly terrain, but if you’re looking for a fast all-

around shoe that’s perfect for your everyday trails 

and acceptable on the once-in-a-while technical or 

slick trail, these are for you.”

—Jess Portmess, Boulder, CO

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/merrellalloutcharge

Merrell 

All Out Charge

 10 oz | 6mm drop | $120

THE DIRT: From road-running giant Asics comes 

a shoe at home on the marshiest off-road 

conditions; it even has what one tester called 

an “amphibian look.” The monster 10mm lugs 

grip well on mud, snow and wet grass, as well 

as loose dirt and steep climbs. The closed-mesh 

upper, along with the stretchy, sock-like liner 

that wraps around the ankle like a miniature 

gaiter, keeps out debris, mud and to some 

extent water. 

Though they appreciated the light weight of 

the shoe, some testers wished for more cushion 

and protection in the forefoot for longer, rockier 

runs. Lack of breathability was also an issue; 

one tester complained that a four-miler left her 

socks “quite damp.” 

BEST FOR: Mud runs or sloppy conditions; loose 

or steep terrain; runs up to 10 miles. 

FIT: True to size and a little narrow. The inner 

liner helps lock in the fit around the ankle. 

Some may find that the upper, which creases 

just below the laces while running, pinches 

the midfoot. 

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/asicsrunnegade

Asics 

GEL-FujiRunnegade

 9.2 oz | 6mm drop | $100
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THE DIRT: The Runventure shares characteristics with past models we’ve 

seen from Topo—natural fit, low drop, ground feel—but with the added 

protection of a rock plate and toe guard. For a minimalist-inspired shoe, 

there’s a decent amount of cushioning in the midsole and structure in the 

upper. The relatively unaggressive “all-terrain” outsole surprised testers with 

its grip on a variety of surfaces, including loose dirt, rock and to some extent 

mud, while remaining comfortable on stretches of road.

Devoted barefooters won’t flock to the Runventure, due to its rock 

plate and thicker cushioning, but runners who prize agility and natural 

biomechanics while wanting a bit more underfoot will find this shoe’s best-

of-both-worlds approach appealing.

BEST FOR: Moderately technical trail runs up to marathon distance, or longer 

for experienced low-drop runners.

FIT: True to size; roomy in the toebox and snug in the midfoot and heel, 

though the fit may feel a bit sloppy on a narrower foot. 

TESTER-MONIAL: “If you want a nimble, low-drop shoe with enough 

cushion to ease the pains over the long haul, these  

are winners.”

—Iris Sutcliffe, Port Angeles, WA

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/toporunventure

Topo Athletic 
Runventure 

 8.9 oz | 2mm drop | $110

THE DIRT: With its plush midsole cushioning, 

undetectable seams and soft, airy upper, the GOrun 

Ultra 2 is all about comfort; in the words of one 

tester, it has “the feel of a well-loved bedroom 

slipper.”

The downside to the pliable upper and high 

platform is that the shoe lacks stability on uneven, 

technical terrain, making it better for smooth, dry 

dirt or road-to-trail transitions. The tread grips well 

on a variety of surfaces, including loose dirt and 

snow, though the deep-set lugs tended to collect 

rocks and mud, and a few testers raised concerns 

about the durability of the hard-foam outsole. 

BEST FOR: Long runs, ultras or recovery runs on 

groomed trails or asphalt; an affordable option for 

runners looking to try out their first max-cushioned 

shoe.

FIT: Roomy; narrow-footed runners may find the 

fit too wide in the midfoot and heel. Without the 

removable insole, the heel-to-toe drop is 4mm.

TESTER-MONIAL: “Best for runners looking for 

a softer ride on dry, hard-packed terrain or mixed 

road-trail training where speed takes a back seat to 

a well-cushioned ride.”

—David Stango, Aston, PA

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/skechersgorunultra2

Skechers 

GOrun Ultra 2 9.3 oz | 8mm drop | $90

Brooks 
Cascadia 10
 11.6 oz | 10mm drop | $120

THE DIRT: The dialed-in fit was what our testers praised most about 

this classic workhorse’s latest iteration. A narrower last and fused-

on overlays in the midfoot, along with a super-stable heel pocket, 

provided a secure ride on technical singletrack, groomed bridle paths 

and pavement alike. 

The Cascadia features enough cushioning and protection—a forefront 

rock plate and rubberized toe cap—for rugged mountain ultras, but 

testers found the midsole responsive enough for shorter, faster training 

runs as well. The middle-of-the-road tread performed well on a variety of 

terrain, from loose dirt to mud to snow, though some testers wished for 

more grip on hard, slick surfaces.  

BEST FOR: Long training runs, marathons or ultras; varied terrain 

types and conditions.

FIT: Secure in the heel and midfoot, with a tapered toebox. The fit 

may be too narrow for wider feet.

TESTER-MONIAL: “A sturdy, reliable go-to for a range of terrains, 

distances and paces. If I was going to buy just one pair of trail 

shoes, I’d go with these.”

—Steph Jeffries, Raleigh, NC

More: trailrunnermag.com/brookscascadia10
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THE DIRT: Though one of the higher-stack shoes we tried this season, the 

lightweight Challenger ATR is on the lower-cushioned end of the HOKA 

spectrum, making it a good option for those looking to transition into the 

max-cushion brand. 

Testers praised the shoe’s agility on technical trails and the traction 

of the outsole’s rubber lugs—limited to impact zones, to cut down on 

weight—on dry dirt as well as mud and snow, though durability was an 

issue; one tester complained that two of the lugs tore off after several 

runs. Despite the ample padding, testers found the relatively firm 

midsole and pronounced rocker meant they didn’t sacrifice speed. The 

Challenger “felt equally at home running intervals on track and charging 

up rugged singletrack trails,” one said. 

BEST FOR: Everything from technical singletrack to pavement; long training 

runs or ultras.

FIT: Some testers complained of slipping in the heel. The toebox may be too 

narrow for wider feet. 

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/hokachallengeratr

HOKA ONE ONE 

Challenger ATR 
 8.6 oz | 5mm drop | $130

Tester-Monial: 
“The Challenger is the perfect 
middle-ground shoe, bridging the 
gap between the new, lighter shoes 
in the HOKA arsenal and the older, 
heavier models HOKA is known for.”
 —Linh Shark, Olympia, WA

EC
Editors’
Choice

THE DIRT: Our testers raved about the updates to the Superior, which 

added a much-improved tread and a new synthetic upper to the cushioned, 

zero-drop midsole and comfy natural fit that they liked about earlier 

iterations. The sticky-rubber outsole grips slick surfaces far better than the 

previous model. The lugs are aggressive enough to dig into soft ground and 

prevent slippage on steep climbs, but not so pronounced as to be obtrusive 

on hardpack. The no-sew, paper-thin upper keeps out most debris, though 

tends to trap water after creek crossings.

Despite minimal overlays on the upper, the Superior 2.0 offers a 

surprisingly secure ride—“The shoe almost magically held my foot 

securely in place,” gushed one initially skeptical tester—which allows 

for agility on technical descents, loose terrain and tight corners. As one 

tester wryly noted, this latest model from Altra is “truly Superior.”

BEST FOR: “Mixed-bag” terrain with a little bit of everything, from mud 

and snow to hardpack; up to marathon distance, or longer for runners 

accustomed to zero-drop shoes.

FIT: Wide in the toebox and secure around the midfoot. Some may find that 

the heel slips a bit. Runs about a half-size short.

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/altrasuperior2

Altra 
Superior 2.0 
 9.5 oz | 0mm drop | $110

Tester-Monial: 
“The Superior is perfect when you 
don’t know what you’re up against. 
Technical, wet, mud, etc., you can 
trust this shoe to perform well.”
 —Lauren Arnold, Polson, MT

EC
Editors’
Choice
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THE DIRT: The Race Ultra 270 has 

the same comfortable fit, forefoot 

rock protection and sticky-rubber 

tread of Inov-8’s well-received Race 

Ultra 290 (Editor’s Choice, Fall 2014), 

in a lighter, lower-drop package 

that will appeal to minimal-leaning 

runners looking for protection and 

traction on the trails.

Testers gushed about the 270’s 

agility and grip on technical terrain, 

though the changes that make it a 

lighter shoe than its burlier cousin 

came with tradeoffs: the thinner 

midsole can feel unresponsive on 

roads or flat, less-technical terrain, and 

some testers had concerns about the 

durability of the flexible mesh upper.  

BEST FOR: Technical trails; runs up 

to marathon distance.

FIT: True to size; snug in the midfoot 

and roomy in the toebox.

TESTER-MONIAL: “A very 

lightweight shoe that allows the 

feet to do a lot of the work of 

running, while still providing some 

protection, foot and ankle support 

and cushioning.”

–Kari Fraser, Boulder, CO

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/ 

inov-8raceultra270

Inov-8 

Race Ultra 270
 9.5 oz | 4mm drop | $120

THE DIRT: The Bajada II stands out for 

its old-school aesthetic. As one tester 

said, it’s “a trail runner that looks like a 

trail runner—medium-profile, no funky 

neon piping or weird-colored tread.”

The shoe’s performance is similarly 

utilitarian: nothing flashy, but it gets the 

job done. Testers appreciated the locked-

in fit that provided stability on technical 

terrain, the breathable-yet-protective 

mesh upper and the knobby, diamond-

shaped lugs that gripped well on rock, 

loose dirt and steep descents but didn’t 

get in the way on roads. The Bajada II is 

also extremely durable; both the outsole 

and upper showed only minimal wear 

after extensive use. 

BEST FOR: Mixed terrain, from pavement 

to light mud, up to marathon distance.

FIT: Fairly narrow from heel to toe; 

runners with wider feet may find the fit 

uncomfortable.

TESTER-MONIAL: “These shoes feel like 

an old friend. Probably not the flashiest 

or most flamboyant person in your life, 

but absolutely reliable, predictable and 

there when you need them.”

—Keith Knipling, Alexandria, VA

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/

montrailbajada2

Montrail 

Bajada II
 11.4 oz | 10mm drop | $110

THE DIRT: The X-Mission 2 is designed 

for runs that weave between city streets 

and groomed park trails. The unobtrusive 

rubber outsole works well on the roads, 

but also grips dry, nontechnical dirt. A 

heavily overlaid upper and thick midsole 

lend enough stability and protection for 

the trail, though many testers noted the 

midsole felt flat and unresponsive on 

the road.

Testers had mixed feelings about 

the X-Mission 2’s hybrid identity. Some 

thought that by trying to be both a 

road runner and a trail runner, it didn’t 

succeed at either. Said one tester, 

“For a trail shoe, it lacked significant 

tread, and for a road shoe, it had a 

heavy upper.” Others, though, found it 

transitioned seamlessly between road 

and groomed trail.

BEST FOR: Urban runs with a mix of 

road and dry, nontechnical trail.

FIT: Comfortable in the heel and 

midfoot, a bit wide in the toebox. 

TESTER-MONIAL: “A great distance 

shoe for a trail where a road shoe 

would be sufficient but you want a 

little more support and protection.” 

—Jason A. Miller, Austin, TX

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/

salomonxmission2

Salomon 

X-Mission 2
 10.2 oz | 10mm drop | $110

THE DIRT: Testers described the Ultra 

Cardiac as a solid “middle-of-the-road” 

(or trail) shoe: firm, but not too firm, in 

the midsole; cushioned, but not to the 

max; and a secure, but not rigid, fit that 

will accommodate most runners. 

The grippy Vibram outsole can 

handle rock, light mud and packed 

snow, and an aggressive rocker makes 

the midsole’s relative lack of flex a 

nonissue. One Florida-based tester 

especially appreciated the quick-

drying FlashDry fabric of the plush 

upper; despite humid, 80-degree 

weather, his feet didn’t overheat.

BEST FOR: Moderately long  

runs to ultras on varied,  

technical terrain.

FIT: The heel and midfoot fit snugly 

but don’t feel constricted. The toebox 

is somewhat narrow.

TESTER-MONIAL: “I loved the support 

of the upper; it almost felt like I was 

wearing high tops, and it gave me a 

sense of security on uneven terrain.”

—Rich Parker, St. Cloud, FL

MORE: trailrunnermag.com/

tnfultracardiac

The North Face 

Ultra Cardiac
 9.7 oz | 8mm drop | $110
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TR AIL RX
NUTRITION

BY BETSY WELCH

Cheaper 
Than Therapy
Can running help fight depression and anxiety?

Brain imaging technology has shown that the neurochemical 

activity resulting from running is what gives us that famous 

“runner’s high.” For those who suffer from depressive disorders, 

this chemical activity is ordinarily sluggish. Could running, 

then, become a viable treatment option for depression or other 

mental-health disorders?  

Happiness on a chemical level
Neurotransmitters, the chemical messengers that carry signals 

between neurons in the body, play a large role in the sense of K
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Y ou’ve heard it before: “Running is my drug of 
choice.” Or, “I run to stay sane.” Most people 
who run, even if they took their first steps with 
visions of shapely thighs in mind, will tell you that 

they do it because it makes them feel good. Which begs the 
question: what exactly is going on in your brain when you run?

EXERCISE EVERY DAY.
Even with 15 minutes of exercise, 

your brain will  

get a much-needed boost of 

healthy neurochemical activity.

If you can’t run, walk. Any 

physical activity helps. The same 

goes if you’re stuck indoors; 

squats, jumping jacks or even 

gentle stretching will jump start 

your neurotransmitters. 

FOCUS ON YOUR BREATHING.
If you’re holding on to negative or 

depressed thoughts while you run, 

focus on your breath and those 

thoughts will fade away.

EAT AND HYDRATE WELL.
Poor nutrition or hydration can 

lead to a negative feedback loop 

that makes you less likely to run 

and, in turn, more likely to feel 

anxious or depressed.

Maintain a balanced 
mental-health diet

pleasure a person derives from running and other activities. 

Dopamine, serotonin and norepinephrine are a few of the feel-

good chemicals that, when fitted neatly into a receptor site on 

a receiving neuron, trigger the experience of pleasure.

The discovery that low levels of certain neurotransmitters—

namely serotonin and norepinephrine—are often seen in depressed 

individuals led to the creation of a class of anti-depressants known 

as SSRIs, or Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors.  These drugs 

delay the “reuptake,” or absorption, of serotonin into the system, 

leaving more available to bind to neurons and thereby improve 

one’s mood.

Similar, and potentially longer-lasting, changes in the 

dopamine and serotonin systems occur in the brain after 

exercise. For most of us, those changes are part of the reason 

something that upsets us before a run just doesn’t seem so 

important after. For a depressed person, the effects are more 

profound. A March 2006 article in the Journal of Psychiatry 

& Neuroscience found evidence that while major depressive 

disorder is linked to a decrease in neurotransmitter production, 

exercise actually promotes the growth of tryptophan, one of the 

building blocks of serotonin. 

“Exercise can create a more responsive and balanced system,” 

says Kirk Erickson, a professor of psychology at the University 

of Pittsburg. In other words, a physician must assess which 

class of anti-depressant to prescribe based on whether a client’s 

symptoms are more consistent with a lack of serotonin or 

norepinephrine. Exercise, by contrast, affects the entire body, 

and creates a cascade of feel-good effects, such as decreased 

stress hormones and increased body temperature—which can 

lead to feelings of relaxation and reduced muscle tension—as 

well as increased neurotransmitters.

Running as therapy
For some people, it’s possible that running, or a combination of 

running and treatment, may be just what the doctor ordered. 

Researchers in a 1999 study in the Archives of Internal Medicine 

assigned 156 moderately depressed men and women to one of three 

groups. One group exercised, another took SSRI medication and 

the third exercised and took the medication. While medication 

took less time to reduce the symptoms of depression than did 

exercise, after 16 weeks there were no significant differences 

trail rx
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between the treatment groups.  Further, 

at a 10-month follow-up, members of the 

exercise-only group had significantly lower 

rates of depression than those who had just 

taken medication or taken medication in 

combination with exercise.

A similar study in 2004 compared 

running and psychotherapy. For 10 

weeks, participants were randomly 

assigned to run for 20 minutes three 

times a week, attend one 60-minute 

therapy session every week or do both. 

All three groups displayed a significant 

reduction in depression, with no 

meaningful differences between them, 

and positive benefits were still present at 

a four-month follow-up.

It doesn’t stop after one long run 

The initial sense of relief that a depressed 

person feels after exercising may come from 

heightened neurochemical activity, but a 

continued commitment to getting out and 

moving around can have lifelong effects. As 

the body gets better, so does the brain. 

“Exercise influences fatigue, sleep, well-

being, cognitive function, strength, gait 

and balance,” says Erickson. “We also 

know that exercise alters inflammatory 

and immune responses, growth and 

trophic factors and insulin pathways. 

It’s likely that a combination of all of 

these changes are what’s contributing to 

improvements in mood.” 

Exercise, of course, offers preventative 

effects, as poor physical health can 

often lead to feelings of depression. 

“A failure to exercise regularly has 

a significant bearing on the odds of 

suffering encounters with insidious, 

lurking villains that we would all prefer 

to avoid: cardiovascular disease, cancer, 

strokes, diabetes, to name a few,” the 

clinical psychologist Keith Johnsgard 

writes in Conquering Depression and 

Anxiety through Exercise. “Those villains 

profoundly affect our mental health.” 

As a runner, you already know: it’s 

hard to stay down while on the trail. For 

people struggling with depression, anxiety 

and other mental-health disorders, the 

benefits to the mind and body alike can be 

life changing. 

Betsy Welch is a RN who routinely 

prescribes exercise to her clients. Her own 

mental-health diet consists of road trips, 

locally sourced food and many miles on 

scenic Colorado singletrack.

VERMONT 50
SEPTEMBER 27, 2015

50 Mile/50K Run
50-Mile 3-Person Relay Run

Registration Opens 
May 25 at 7:00pm.

“…the 50-mile course felt like you had 
magically strung together the most 
beautiful and challenging trails I have ever 
seen. Thank you.” Sarah Correia

WWW.VERMONT50.COM
603-381-9993

A BENEFIT FOR:

Vermont Adaptive Ski and Sports
www.vermontadaptive.org
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Then some scientists at Stanford University decided to 

chime in. Their 2011 meta-analysis (a review of a group of 

research studies) concluded, “The published literature lacks 

strong evidence that organic foods are significantly more 

nutritious than conventional foods.” That was all it took for the 

media to run with the titles like, “Organic food 
no better than conventionally grown food.”

Ouch. Well this is simply not the whole story. 

A deeper look shows a few glaring issues with the 

Stanford study, and that there is still a compelling 

argument for purchasing organic foods. 

A Different Take
The media attention this research garnered also 

brought with it a more critical eye. Dr. Kirsten 

Brandt, an agricultural scientist at Newcastle 

University in the U.K., was skeptical of the Stanford 

researchers’ conclusion that there was no difference 

in flavanols (naturally occurring antioxidants found 

in plants with anti-inflammatory, anti-carcinogenic 

and anti-viral properties) between organic and 

conventional foods, which seemed to contradict 

recent studies.

Dr. Brandt performed her own meta-analysis on 

the recent flavanol studies, and found a 12-percent increase “of 

secondary metabolites and vitamins in organically produced fruits 

and vegetables” when compared to conventionally grown. These 

secondary metabolites have been shown to reduce risk of cancer and 

cardiovascular disease. 

I  t was all going so well for us whole-food-eating athletes in the 
past few years. Local, organic foods had started to work their 
way into the mainstream and had become more readily available. 
According to the U.S.D.A.’s National Farmers Market Directory, 

there were 7,864 farmers markets listed in 2012, a 9.6-percent increase 
from 2011. It would be just a matter of time before the majority of foods 
were grown without pesticides, hormones or chemicals, right? More demand 
brings more markets, more markets bring more produce, and competition 
brings lower-priced organic fruits, veggies and meats for all of us.

BY MATT HART

Bucking Convention
Are organic foods really better for you?
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Organically grown foods are an investment in your 

health, but if you cannot afford organic 100 percent 

of the time, here’s a guide to the most and least 

harmful conventional foods.

Which foods are important to buy organic?
Foods that lack an outer shell or hard peel are often 

the most affected by chemicals or pesticides. These 

foods include:

• Apples

• Meat

• Dairy products

• Potatoes

• Peanuts

• Strawberries

• Grapes

Which foods matter less?
Foods well protected or generally less treated with 

chemicals include:

• Bananas

• Corn

• Onions

• Pineapples

• Avocados

• Cabbage

• Mangos

• Asparagus

Put Your Money 
Where Your Mouth Is
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Confirmation Bias?
The Stanford researchers also left out 

studies that showed the percentage of 

certain nutrients—including vitamin 

C, omega-3s, polyphenols, flavonoids 

and other phytonutrients—to be higher 

in organic foods than conventionally 

grown. A full nutrient spectrum simply 

wasn’t considered, even though there was 

sufficient data to incorporate in the studies.

Dr. Brandt says the Stanford researchers 

chose to “include [nutrients] where the 

difference was smallest to begin with” 

and omitted others “that were just as well-

described in the papers they included.”

Supersize My Pesticides
In response to the Stanford studies’ 

findings, the senior author of the study, 

Dena Bravata, M.D., M.S., said, “There 

isn’t much difference between organic 

and conventional foods, if you’re an 

adult and making a decision based 

solely on your health.”

What the meta-analysis did find was 

that conventionally grown produce had 

more pesticide residue; if you eat it, you are 

consuming potentially harmful toxins in 

unknown quantities. How can knowingly 

consuming pesticides, herbicides and 

fungicide toxicants be a good decision for 

your health? If eating organic foods can 

reduce exposure to pesticide residues and 

antibiotic-resistant bacteria—as the study 

demonstrated—isn’t that reason enough 

to go organic? Recently, the World Health 

Organization’s cancer agency declared 

the world’s most widely used weedkiller, 

Roundup, a “probable carcinogen.”

As Marion Nestle, a prominent 

food-politics author and professor in 

the Department of Nutrition, Food 

Studies and Public Health at New York 

University, put it in her New York Times 

piece on the topic, “Personally, I prefer 

not to be a guinea pig in a long-term 

pesticide experiment.”

What About the Fruit Flies?
Research published in the scientific 

journal PLoS ONE compels a further look 

at the overall health benefits of organic vs. 

conventionally grown foods.

Fruit flies share about 75 percent of the 

genes that cause disease in humans. In 

the 2012 study “Organically Grown Food 

Provides Health Benefits to Drosophila 

Melanogaster,” fruit flies thrived on 

organically grown foods when compared 

to the conventional versions. They lived 

longer, and were more fertile and more 

resistant to stress.

The research concluded, “The 

difference in outcomes among the flies 

fed different diets could be due to the 

effects of pesticide and fungicide residue 

from conventionally raised foods. Or it 

could be that the organic-fed flies thrived 

because of a higher level of nutrients in 

the organic produce.”

Although not a controlled double-

blind human study, it raises some 

compelling questions.

Residual Damage
Regardless of the nutritional value or 

what was or wasn’t included in the meta-

analysis, there are a few ancillary problems 

with conventional agriculture that should 

be noted. We know the chemicals we use to 

grow food conventionally increase health 

risks in farm workers, most notably cancer. 

The E.P.A. reports 10,000 to 20,000 of 

these workers are diagnosed with pesticide 

poisoning each year.

There is also the matter of treatment 

chemicals seeping into the ground, 

running off into our rivers and streams 

and leaving the soil behind barren for 

future crops. A 2012 meta-analysis of 

109 papers by the University of Oxford 

found that organic farms pollute less, 

have better soil and house more living, 

organic species.

Matt Hart is a contributing editor for 

Trail Runner.

“The published literature  
lacks strong evidence that 
organic foods are significantly 
more nutritious than 
conventional foods.” That 
was all it took for the media 
to run with the titles like, 
“Organic food no better than 
conventionally grown food.” 
But that’s not the whole story. Saturday, August 1, 2015

A MUST DO to boost your 
endurance, excite your elevation 
and reconnect with the 
mountains.

This race and the exquisite setting 
of Taos Ski Valley, New Mexico 
serve as a memory making 
experience for the whole family-
we welcome you to join in the 
beauty, stay a few nights while 
you are here and enjoy the unique 
town of Taos, New Mexico.

RUNNERS LODGING 
PACKAGES AVAILABLE!

A 2015 TRAIL RUNNER  
TROPHY SERIES EVENT

info at:
taosskivalley.com/trailrun/
575-776-1413
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2015 TROPHY SERIES SPONSORS

Pacific/Desert
05/17 Ohlone Wilderness 50K Trail Run 50K; Fremont, CA; director@ohlone50k.

com; www.ohlone50k.com
05/23 Mount Wilson Trail Race 8.6M; Sierra Madre, CA; pete.siberell@santaanita.

com; www.mountwilsontrailrace.com
05/25 Trail Factor 50K 50K; Portland, OR; mountaintrailseries@gmail.com; 

www.gobeyondracing.com
05/30 Liberty Lake Trail Run 8M; Liberty Lake, WA; davedutro@gmail.com; 

www.trailmaniacs.com
05/30 San Bruno Mountain Run 5K, 10K, 13.1M; San Bruno, CA; info@

urbancoyoteracing.com; www.urbancoyoteracing.com
05/31 Echo Valley Trail Run 10K, 13.1M, 50K, 50M; Chelan, WA; 

roger@4thDimensionRacing.com ; www.evergreentrailruns.com
06/06 Rim to Rim Trail Run 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K; Chico, CA; raceinfo@rimtorimtrailrun.

com; www.rimtorimtrailrun.com
06/06 Truckee Trail Running Festival 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Truckee, CA; info@

tahoetrailrunning.com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/
truckee-running-festival/

06/07 Holcomb Valley Trail Runs 7M, 15M, 33M; Big Bear Lake, CA; raceinfo@
holcombvalleytrailruns.com; www.holcombvalleytrailruns.com

06/13 NUT 100K 100K; Portland, OR; mountaintrailseries@gmail.com; www.
gobeyondracing.com

06/21 Burton Creek Trail Run 6K, 12K, 13.1M, 50K; Tahoe City, CA; info@
tahoetrailrunning.com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/
burton-creek-trail-run/

07/03 Run to the Beach 5K, 10K; Kings Beach, CA; info@tahoetrailrunning.
com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/run-to-the-beach/

07/11 Mt Hood 50 50M; Clackamas Lake, OR; mountaintrailseries@gmail.com; 
www.gobeyondracing.com

07/18 Brian Waterbury Memorial Rock To Pier Run 10K, 13.1M; Morro Bay, CA; 
ksweeny@morro-bay.ca.us; www.leaguelineup.com/rock2pier

07/25 Harding Hustle 15K, 30K, 50K; Modjeska Canyon, CA; jessica@dirtyfeet.
us; www.trailrunning.dirtyfeet.us/hardinghustleindex.html

08/08 Genoa Peak Completely Mad-a-thon & Only Half Mad-a-thon 13.1M, 
26.2M; Lake Tahoe, NV; ascentruns@gmail.com; www.ascentruns.com

08/08 Haulin’ Aspen Trail Runs 13.1M, 26.2M; Bend, OR; race@layitoutevents.
com; www.haulinaspen.com

08/15 Big Blue Trail Run 5K, 10K; Incline Village, NV; info@tahoetrailrunning.
com; www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/big-blue-trail-run/

08/16 Dirt Devils Stairway to Heaven 15K, 13.1M; San Diego, CA; drrunco@sdri.net; 
www.dirtdevilracing.com/2014-racing-schedule/stairway-to-heaven-15k/

08/16 Marlette Trail Run 50K; Virginia City, CA; info@tahoetrailrunning.com; 
www.tahoetrailrunning.com/trail-runs/marlette-50k/

09/05 Volcanic 50 50K; Mt St Helens, WA; volcanic50@gmail.com; www.
gobeyondracing.com

09/12 Lagoon Valley Trail Run 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Vacaville, CA; info@lagoonval-
leytrailrun.com; www.lagoonvalleytrailrun.com

09/12 Love on the Rocks 5k/10k 5K, 10K; Chico, CA; nikki@underthesunevents.
org; www.underthesunevents.org/love-on-the-rocks

09/12 Paatuwaqatsi - Water Is Life 50K; Polacca, AZ; dmeyer1724@gmail.
com; www.waterisliferun.org

09/19 Emerald Bay Trail Run 6.9M; Tahoe City, CA; info@tahoetrailrunning.
com; www.bigblueadventure.com

09/26 Mountain Lakes 100 100M; Olallie Lake, OR; mountaintrailseries@gmail.
com; www.gobeyondracing.com

Rockies
05/16 Sage Burner 50k/25k 25K, 50K; Gunnison, CO; jesse.chettle@gmail.

com; www.sageburnertrailrun.com/
05/23 Jemez Mountain Trail Runs 13.1M, 50K, 50M; Los Alamos, NM; kernkt@

cybermesa.com; www.highaltitudeathletics.org
05/24 Final Hill Trail Race 5K; Laramie, WY; amuthig@journeymanadv.com; 

www.angelfire.com/wy2/marathon/
05/24 Medicine Bow Half Marathon 13.1M, 50K, 50M; Laramie, WY; amuthig@

journeymanadv.com; www.angelfire.com/wy2/marathon/
05/24 Rocky Mountain 50k 50K; Laramie, WY; amuthig@journeymanadv.

com; www.angelfire.com/wy2/marathon/
05/24 Wyoming Marathon 26.2M; Laramie, WY; amuthig@journeymanadv.

com; www.angelfire.com/wy2/marathon/
06/13 XTERRA Turkey Track Trail 5K, 10K, 13.1M, 26.2M; Pagosa Springs, CO; 

mike@joingecko.org; www.joingecko.org/xterraturkeytrack 
06/14 South Park Trail Runs 13.1M, 26.2M; Fairplay, CO; info@humanpotentialrunning.

com; www.humanpotentialrunning.com/races/south-park-marathon/
06/18 Grin and Bear It Trail Running Race 15K; Crested Butte, CO; events@

cbnordic.com; www.cbnordic.org/grinandbearit
06/20 Howelsen 8 Miler 4M, 8M; Steamboat Springs, CO; ssrunningseries@

gmail.com; www.runningseries.com
07/04 4th of July Ultra 5M, 25K, 50K, 50M; Coeur d’Alene, ID; davedutro@

gmail.com; www.trailmaniacs.com
07/11 Sheep Mountain Endurance Run 50M; Fairplay, CO; info@

HumanPotentialRunning.com; www.humanpotentialrunning.com/
races/sheep-mountain-50-mile-race/

07/12 Summer Roundup Trail Run 12K; Colorado Springs, CO; info@
pikespeakmarathon.org; www.summerroundup.com

07/18 Classic 10K Race 10K; Colorado Springs, CO; director@csgrandprix.com; 
www.csgrandprix.com

07/25 Crested Butte Half Marathon 13.1M; Crested Butte, CO; info@livingjourneys.
org; www.livingjourneys.org

07/25 Spring Creek Memorial 9 Miler 5K, 9M; Steamboat Springs, CO; 
ssrunningseries@gmail.com; www.runningseries.com

07/31 Chase the Moon 12H; Highlands Ranch, CO; coach@runnersedgeoftherockies.
com; www.chasethemoonrace.com

08/01 GORE-TEX Grand Traverse Mountain Run 40M; Crested Butte, CO; 
andrew@elkmountainstraverse.com; www.gtmountainrun.com

08/01 HURL Elkhorn Endurance Runs 23K, 50K, 50M; Helena, MT; slengebrecht@
msn.com; www.hurlelkhorn.com

08/01 Rendezvous Mountain Hill Climb 6.1M; Jackson Hole, WY; rendezvous-
mountainhillclimb@gmail.com; www.rendezvousmountainhillclimb.com

08/01 Taos Ski Valley 10K Up And Over Trail Run 10K; Taos Ski Valley, NM; 
info@taosskivalley.com; www.taosskivalley.com

08/08 Silverheels Endurance Run 100M; Fairplay, CO; info@HumanPotentialRunning.
com; www.humanpotentialrunning.com/races/silverheels-100-mile-race/

08/16 Steamboat Stinger 13.1M, 26.2M; Steamboat Springs, CO; colin@honeystinger.
com; www.www.honeystinger.com/steamboatstinger.html

08/21 Ghosts of Yellowstone 100M 100M; Pony, MT; AlexP@mysteryranch.
com; www.ghostsofyellowstone100M.com

08/22 Continental Divide Trail Run 15.5M; Steamboat Springs, CO; ssrunningseries@
gmail.com; www.runningseries.com

08/22 Devil Mountain Ultra & Demons of Dust 5K, 10K, 13.1M, 50K, 50M; Pagosa 
Springs, CO; mike@joingecko.org; www.joingecko.org/devilmountain 

08/22 Fool’s Gold 50M 50M; Pony, MT; ALEXP@MYSTERYRANCH.COM; www.
mysteryranchultrachallenge.com

09/05 Meeteetse Absaroka Challenge 5K, 10K, 15K; Meeteetse, WY; meetrec@
tctwest.net; www.meetrec.org

09/06 10K @ 10,000ft 5K, 10K; Steamboat Springs, CO; ssrunningseries@
gmail.com; www.51dave.miller@gmail.com

09/12 Tommyknocker Ultras 50K, 100K; Divide, CO; info@HumanPotentialRunning.
com; www.humanpotentialrunning.com/races/tommyknocker-ultras/

09/26 Bear Chase Trail Races 10K, 13.1M, 50K, 50M, 100K; Lakewood, CO; coach@
runnersedgeoftherockies.com; www.bearchaserace.com

09/26 Emerald Mountain 12K; Steamboat Springs, CO; ssrunningseries@gmail.
com; www.runningseries.com

09/26 Mountain Chile Cha Cha 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Pagosa Springs, CO; mike@
joingecko.org; www.joingecko.org/mountainchilechacha 

Heartland
05/30 Flint Hills Trail 40 Mile & Marathon Races 26.2M, 40M; Ottawa, KS; RD@

FlintHills40.com; www.FlintHills40.com
06/06 Kettle Moraine 100 Endurance Runs 38M, 100K, 100M; La Grange, WI; 

kettle100run@yahoo.com; www.kettle100.com
06/07 Deadwood Mickelson Trail Marathon 13.1M, 26.2M; Deadwood, 

SD; info@DeadwoodMickelsonTrailMarathon.com; www.
deadwoodmickelsontrailmarathon.com

06/13 Conserve School Trail Run 5K, 13.1M; Land O’Lakes, WI; info@
greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

06/20 The Dizzy GOAT 3H, 6H, 12H; Schramm Park State Recreation Area, NE; 
info@irunwithgoats.com; www.irunwithgoats.org/2014-dizzy-goat.html

06/27 Big Two Hearted Freshwater Trail Run 13..1M, 26.2M, 50K; Paradise, MI; 
info@greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

07/11 Dances With Dirt Devil’s Lake 10K, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K, 50M; Marrimac, 
WI; info@rfevents.com; www.danceswithdirt.com

07/11 Psycho Psummer Run Toto Run 10M, 20M, 50K; Kansas City, KS; 
badbendrs@yahoo.com; www.psychowyco.com

07/11 Waugoshance Trail Marathon 5K, 13.1M, 26.2M; Cross Village, MI; info@
greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

07/18 Luna-Tics Race Series 5K, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K; Kewaskum, WI; rocky@
traildogrunning.com; www.traildogrunning.com/2014_races/
race_information_luna-tic_race_series

07/25 Grand Island Trail Marathon 13.1M, 26.2M; Munising, MI; info@
greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

08/01 The Legend 5M, 10M, 13.1M; Laingsburg, MI; info@rfevents.com; www.
runlegend.com

08/08 Badlands 50/50 50K, 50M; Medora, ND; eagle.endurance@gmail.com; 
www.eagle-endurance.com

08/08 Tahqua Trail Run 10K, 25K; Paradise, MI; info@greatlakesendurance.
com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

08/22 Lean Horse Ultra 50K, 50M, 100M; Custer, SD; track@rushmore.com; 
www.Leanhorse100.com

08/22 Rock Away Night and Day 50  50M; Meriden, KS; badbendrs@yahoo.
com; www.trailnerds.org

09/11 Rock Cut HOBO Coyote Howl Nite 10K 10K; Rockford, IL; hoboruns@
rockfordroadrunners.org; www.rockfordroadrunners.org/hobo-runs.html

09/11 Run Woodstock 5K, 13.1M, 26.2M, 50K, 50M, 100K, 100M; Pinckney, MI; 
info@rfevents.com; www.runwoodstock.com

09/12 Hawk Hundred 26.2M, 50M, 100M; Lawrence, KS; sklover@sunflower.
com; www.hawkhundred.com/

09/12 Hennepin Hundred 50M, 100M; Sterling, IL; dirtrunner100@yahoo.com; 
muddrunner.com/

09/12 Rock Cut HOBO Trail Race 25K 25K; Rockford, IL; hoboruns@rockfordroadrunners.
org; www.rockfordroadrunners.org/hobo-runs.html

09/12 Wabash Trace Nature Trail Marathon 13.1M, 26.2M; Shenandoah, IA; 
chamber@shenandoahiowa.net; www.shenandoahiowa.net

09/13 Evergreen Lake Ultras 17M, 34M, 51M; Hudson, IL; streeter912@hotmail.
com; www.shtrs.org

09/13 Rock Cut HOBO Trail Race 50K 50K; Rockford, IL; hoboruns@
rockfordroadrunners.org; www.rockfordroadrunners.org/hobo-runs.
html

09/19 Mark Twain 100 50M, 100M; Steelville, MO; mt100rd@hotmail.com; 
www.stlouisultrarunnersgroup.net

2015 TRAIL RUNNER TROPHY SERIES 
PICK A RACE AND ENTER TODAY!

HEARTLAND

NORTHEAST

ROCKIES

PACIFIC/DESERT

SOUTH

CANADA

LOCATIONS

PACIFIC/DESERT: AK, AZ, CA, HI, OR, NV, WA, 

ROCKIES: CO, ID, MT, NM, UT, WY

HEARTLAND: IA, IL, IN, KS, MI, MN, MO, ND, 
NE, OH, OK, SD, WI 
NORTHEAST: CT, D.C., DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, 
NJ, NY, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV 

SOUTH: AL, AR, FL, GA, KY, LA, MS, NC, SC, 
TN, TX 

CANADA: AB, BC, ON

For regular updates to our 2015 TROPHY SERIES 
RESULTS, visit www.trailrunnermag.com/trophyseries.
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 Battles abrasions,
 blisters and chafing 

better
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2014 TROPHY SERIES 
RACE CALENDAR

09/19 Porcupine Mountains Trail Marathon 5K, 13.1M, 26.2M; Silver City, MI; 
info@greatlakesendurance.com; www.greatlakesendurance.com

09/26 Hungerford Trail Races 13.1M, 26.2M, 50M; Big Rapids, MI; hungerfordgames@
gmail.com; www.hungerfordgames.com

Northeast
05/16 Capon Valley 50K Run 50K; Yellow Spring, WV; RobinKane@msn.com; 

www.runcapon50k.com
05/16 Dirty Dog Trail Run 15K; Charleston, WV; dantoddruns@gmail.com; 

www.wvmtr.org
05/16 Trail 2 Trail Series: Kettletown State Park 5K, 10K, 20K, 50K; Southbury, 

CT; t2tseries@gmail.com; www.trail2trailseries.com
05/17 Chief Wetona Challenge 7 Mile and Half 7M, 13.1M; Troy, PA; runfishclick@

gmail.com; 
05/23 Memorial Day Trail Race 15K; Lenox, MA; info@memorialdayraces.com; 

www.memorialdayraces.com
06/06 Genesee Valley Trail Run 5K; Parkton, MD; crodriguez@geneseevalley.

org; www.charmcityrun.com/page.cfm?pageid=33&eid=1342
06/06 Hills & Thrills Trail Challenge 5K, 10M, 30K; Freeport, PA; runforhunger@

gmail.com; www.runrace.net
06/06 Rothrock Trail Challenge 30K; State College, PA; patraildogs@yahoo.

com; www.rothrockchallenge.com
06/07 Treaster Kettle Test-Your-Mettle 10.6M; Boalsburg, PA; info@

tusseymountainback.com; www.tusseymountainback.com
06/13 OSS/CIA 50M Night Run 50M; Triangle, VA; info@athletic-equation.com; 

www.athletic-equation.com
06/20 Eastern Divide Ultra 50K; Pembroke, VA; easterndivideultra@gmail.

com; www.easterndivideultra.com
06/20 Highlands Sky Trail Run 40M; Davis, WV; wvmtr1@gmail.com; www.

wvmtr.org
06/21 Eager Seeger Half Marathon 13.1M; Boalsburg, PA; info@tusseymountainback.

com; www.tusseymountainback.com
06/21 Tanglewood Tanglefoot Trail Runs 10K, 20K; Elmira, NY; jchels@aol.

com; www.tanglewoodnaturecenter.com
07/18 Sproul 10K 10K; Hyner, PA; patraildogs@yahoo.com; www.hikerun.com
07/25 Allegheny Front Trail Run 20K, 50K; Philipsburg, PA; info@tusseymountainback.

com; www.midstateairport.com/events/AFT_Run.php
08/08 Kanawha Trace Trail Run 10K, 25K, 50K; Ona/Barboursville, WV; 

cory_richardson@hotmail.com; www.wvmtr.org/events/kanawha-
trace-trail-runs

08/15 Eastern States 100 100M; Waterville, PA; patraildogs@yahoo.com; 
www.easternstates100.com

08/15 River Valley Run 10K; Manchester, MD; run@rivervalleyranch.com; 
www.rivervalleyranch.com/rivervalleyrun

08/15 The Wilds Trail Marathon 27.8M; Waterville, PA; sandsba@gmail.com; 
www.easternstates100.com

08/22 Dam Scramble Trail Event 10M, 20M; Curnwensville, PA; clfdccd@
atlantaicbbn.net; www.clfdccd.com

09/12 Odyssey Trail Running Rampage 3M, 13M, 26M, 40M; Milboro, VA; info@
oarevents.com; www.oarevents.com

09/12 Rock ‘N The Knob: PA’s Highest Trail Race 5M, 20M; Claysburg, PA; 
bmazur@alleghenytrailrunners.com; www.alleghenytrailrunners.com

09/13 Dam Half & Dam Full 13.1M, 26.2M; Mifflingburg, PA; joelheasley@gmail.
com; www.midpenntrailblazers.com

09/19 12-Hour Adventure Trail Run 12H; Triangle, VA; AlexP@athletic-equation.
com; www.athletic-equation.com

09/27 Cumberland C&O Towpath Marathon and Half Marathon 13.1M, 26.2M; 
Cumberland, MD; events@altisendurance.com; www.altisendurance.
com/events/cumberland-co-towpath-marathon-and-half-marathon

09/27 Trail 2 Trail Series: Chatfield Hollow State Park 5K, 10K, 20K, 50K; 
KIllingworth, CT; t2tseries@gmail.com; www.trail2trailseries.com

South
05/15 Thunder Rock 100 100M; Chattanooga, TN; randy@wildtrails.org; www.

rockcreek.com/thunder-rock.rco

05/16 Horseshoe Trail Run 5K, 10K, 25K, 50K; Hitchcock, TX; rob@
trailracingovertexas.com; www.horseshoetrailrun.com

05/16 Twisted Ankle 30K; Summerville, GA; trailheadgirl@gmail.com; www.
rungeorgiatrails.com

06/06 Hell Hole Hundred 100K, 100M; Goose Creek, SC; eagle.endurance@
gmail.com; www. hellholehundred.eventbrite.com

06/20 Rhododendron Run 25K 25K; Elkhorn City, KY; susanhowellky@gmail.
com; www.cloudsplitter100.com

07/14 Wolf Run 7M; Kingsport, TN; markskelton@markskelton.com; www.
RunTriCities.org

07/25 Hotter ‘N Hell Trail Race 8M, 16M; Birmingham, AL; david@davidtosch.
com; www.southeasterntrailruns.com/STS-Race4-July27.html

08/08 Still Hollow Trail Runs 10K, 13.1M; Chattanooga, TN; randy@wildtrails.
org; www.rockcreek.com/greenway/

08/15 XTERRA Georgia Allatoona Creek Park 5K, 15K; Acworth, GA; dirtyspokes11@
aol.com; www.dirtyspokes.net

08/29 Francis Marion Dirt Dash  12K, 13.1M; Awendaw, SC; eagle.endurance@
gmail.com; www.eagle-endurance.com 

09/12 XTERRA Alabama Red Mountain Park Trail Run 4.5M, 9M; Birmingham, 
AL; dirtyspokes11@aol.com; www.dirtyspokes.net

09/13 Stanky Creek 50k/25k 25K, 50K; Bartlett, TN; events@altisendurance.
com; www.altisendurance.com/events/stanky-creek-marathon-and-
half-marathon

09/26 Bays Mountain Trail Race 15K; Kingsport, TN; markskelton@markskelton.
com; www.RunTriCities.org

09/26 XTERRA Georgia Harbins Park 10K; Dacula, GA; dirtyspokes11@aol.com; 
www.dirtyspokes.net

International
05/23 Sulphur Springs Trail Races 10K, 25K, 50K, 50M, 100M; Ancaster, ON, 

Canada; ericpcameron@gmail.com; www.burlingtonrunners.com

07/11 Sinister 7 Ultra 100M; Crowsnest Pass, AB, Canada; info@sinister7.com; 
www.sinister7.com

07/11 The Limberlost Challenge 14K, 28K, 42K, 56K; Huntsville, ON, Canada; 
neil@thelimberlostchallenge.com; www.thelimberlostchallenge.com

07/25 Dirty Girls Run 32K, 6H, 12H, 24H; Mansfield, ON, Canada; heydiane@
dirtyrunnerproductions.com; www.dirtyrunnerproductions.com

08/08 Creemore Vertical Challenge 25K, 50K; Creemore, ON, Canada; vertical.
pierre@gmail.com; www.ouser.org

08/14 Fat Dog 120 30M, 50M, 70M, 120M; Keremeos, BC, Canada; info@
mountainmadness.ca; www.mountainmadness.ca

08/16 The North Face Dirty Feet Trail Run #3.5 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Revelstoke, BC, 
Canada; info@dirtyfeet.ca; www.dirtyfeet.ca

08/23 Arc’teryx Squamish 50 23K, 50K, 50M; Squamish, BC, Canada; run@
squamish50.com; www.Squamish50.com

09/12 Haliburton Forest 50K, 50M, 100M; Haliburton, ON, Canada; hjmalmberg@
gmail.com; www.haliburtonforest100.org

09/12 The North Face Dirty Feet 50km Mountain Run & Relay - Canadian 
National 50km Championships 50K; Sun Peaks Resort, BC, Canada; 
info@dirtyfeet.ca; www.dirtyfeet.ca

09/27 The North Face Dirty Feet Trail Run #4 5K, 10K, 13.1M; Kamloops, BC, 
Canada; info@dirtyfeet.ca; www.dirtyfeet.ca 

50 Mile  
Mountain Bike Race
Saturday, August 15th

26.2 mile & 13.1 mile  
Trail Running Races

Sunday, August 16th

Honey Stinger’s 5th Annual 

STEAMBOAT STINGER 
Steamboat Springs, CO

www.honeystinger.com
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doesn’t participate much in the sport and 

only grudgingly tolerates it.

  “When somebody marries an 

Olympic athlete, they kind of know what 

to expect,” says Heidi Berrin Shonkoff, a 

couples therapist in Berkeley, California. 

When one partner’s participation 

escalates, though, “the sport can grow 

into something that the other partner 

didn’t necessarily sign on for. They 

both have to work together to make the 

relationship work.” 

ACCEPT THE 
RELATIONSHIP CHALLENGE
I married Morgan, my high-school 

boyfriend, in 1990, and we have a teenage 

daughter and son. As we approach our 

25th anniversary, our relationship feels 

rock solid and more loving than ever. 

We’re even having fun planning trips to 

a couple of trail races where he wants to 

volunteer and explore the area. 

But my running has been a chronic sore 

spot between us over the years. My time 

and energy spent on the trails and away 

from him periodically leads to resentment 

and a loss of intimacy.

“I loved it when you only ran 20 or 25 

miles a week and trained for one marathon 

a year,” Morgan told me once. “I wish you 

could go back to that level.”

“I wish you could appreciate how hard 

I train and how important it is to me,” I 

replied.

Joshua Landvatter, a 30-year-old 

trail runner from Salt Lake City, Utah, 

articulated the painful tradeoff facing 

many dedicated trail runners when he 

posted the following question to the Trail 

And Ultra Running (TAUR) page on 

Facebook: “Anyone have to choose between 

a relationship and running too much? It is a 

very uncomfortable place to be put in.” 

His query elicited dozens of comments 

in just two days. Many in the discussion 

thread expressed that running should be 

the priority: “Never compromise on your 

passion,” said one. 

Added another, “I am now happily 

single and spend most of my free time 

running; he was always jealous of all the 

time I would spend on the trails. He just 

didn’t get it.”

Others encouraged balance—“There 

is such a thing as running too much”; 

“Relationships are give-and-take. There 

are plenty of times I don’t get my run in 

because my family needs me.”

If you love both your partner and 

your running, it behooves you to spot 

running-related red flags in your 

relationship and work with your partner 

to mediate the conflict (see sidebar, pg. 

65). Otherwise, you could be running 

toward a breakup or stuck in the rut of 

an unsatisfying relationship.

Interviews with runners, their 

significant others and therapists reveal 

four main areas that couples need to 

address when running becomes a source 

of conflict or symptomatic of other 

problems in the relationship: time, sex, 

social relationships, and imbalances. 

MAKE TIME
Landvatter said he posted the query on 

Facebook because “my girlfriend had 

just given me the ultimatum of choosing 

either her or running. She was furious that 

I was not spending my time with her and 

that I would rather run for hours. … What 

she originally admired about me”—being 

a runner—“now had the opposite effect.”

He explained that his girlfriend is a 

runner, too, who occasionally races half-

marathons. As a full-time worker and 

mother of a young child, however, she 

didn’t have as much time to run as he did. 

“She felt as if she wasn’t a priority in 

my life … but I wasn’t willing to put my 

running aspirations on hold in order to 

meet someone else’s emotional needs,” 

says Landvatter. Using the analogy of 

putting on your own oxygen mask before 

assisting someone else when an airplane 

loses cabin pressure, he adds, “Running is 

the oxygen mask in my life that allows me 

to be healthy and happy.”

A few weeks later, however, he says 

he realized, “I needed to learn how to 

flexibly manage both my recreational and 

personal life. Just like a rewarding view at 

the top of a mountain, a relationship takes 

work and effort.” 

Now he’s waking up extra early to fit 

in running and also running on his work 

breaks, so he and his girlfriend have more 

time together. He’s also making more 

effort to include her in his races, so she 

feels like a part of his support team.

“I feel both worlds are becoming more 

balanced, and I’m reaping the happiness of 

them both for now,” he says.

Carefully negotiating and scheduling 

time together and time for running is 

key. Therapist Jim Bowen works with 

many couples in Denver and Boulder 

who entered therapy because one 

partner’s commitment to an endurance 

sport led to estrangement and conflict 

between them. During sessions, he says, 

“I’ve had to literally ask the athlete to 

pull out his training schedule to see if 

he’d modify it” to schedule more time 

together as a couple. 

The next step, Bowen adds, is to be fully 

present with your partner when you are 

together. That means that couples should 

turn off their devices, get off Facebook 

and tune into one another, nurturing 

good conversation about something other 

than running. “Don’t make everything 

about you and your sport,” he says.

Rusty Speidel, 54, who lives in 

Charlottesville, Virginia, with his 

ultrarunning wife, Sophie, says his wife’s 

focus on running even when she was with 

him was in some ways harder to take than 

her time away on the trails. 

“She’d run all day, then pick up 

“MY GIRLFRIEND HAD 
JUST GIVEN ME THE 
ULTIMATUM OF CHOOSING 
EITHER HER OR RUNNING. 
SHE WAS FURIOUS THAT 
I WAS NOT SPENDING MY 
TIME WITH HER AND THAT 
I WOULD RATHER RUN 
FOR HOURS. … WHAT SHE 
ORIGINALLY ADMIRED 
ABOUT ME”—BEING A 
RUNNER—“NOW HAD 
THE OPPOSITE EFFECT.”

My friend also happens to be a guy and 

attractive. We share a mutual admiration 

for one another as runners, and I didn’t 

want our feelings toward each other to 

escalate. I’m conscious of maintaining 

boundaries with friends because, a 

decade earlier, I became inappropriately 

entangled with another married runner, 

and I vowed never to repeat a mistake 

that nearly cost me my marriage.

Alone in the wilderness over 

miles of singletrack, he and I talked 

enthusiastically about training and the 

nuances of ultramarathon preparation. 

Gossip about so-and-so’s Strava data 

gave way to debating the contents of 

drop bags and the elevation profiles 

of different race courses—topics that 

would have made our spouses’ eyes glaze 

over. 

“Why is it,” I asked him, “that the 

races I’m dying to do are out of state in 

late August and early September? I can’t 

get away when the kids are transitioning 

back to school.”

“I know,” he commiserated, “it sucks!”

Suddenly he stopped abruptly, looked 

at his watch and dropped an F-bomb. 

He had to turn back and get home to his 

wife, he said, because “if I don’t, she’ll 

bitch me out again.” 

His voice had an edge of hostility that 

alarmed and saddened me. How would 

his wife feel, I wondered, knowing her 

husband spoke about her critically while 

he was running with someone else’s 

wife? 

Their marriage is in trouble, I thought 

to myself. Then, with a twinge of guilt, I 

realized that I was testing the limits of 

my husband’s patience and trust once 

again. Is mine, too?

I considered asking my friend about 

what was going on between him and 

his wife, but I’ve learned the hard way 

how that kind of talk between running 

partners can lead to a bonding that 

some psychologists call an “emotional 

affair”—a connection in which you 

want to share details with the other 

runner that you don’t want to share 

with your partner.

So instead, I encouraged my friend to go 

back. “We ran a good amount,” I said. “I 

want to get home to Morgan, anyway. We 

have fun stuff planned this afternoon.” 

Then we went our separate ways.

My friend and I are hardly alone 

in struggling to balance a passion for 

trail running, and for running-related 

friendships, with a commitment to our 

loved ones. Often, conflict arises when 

one partner’s casual interest in trail 

running develops into a much greater 

IS RUNNING 
A THREAT
TO YOUR 

RELATIONSHIP?

by SAR AH L AVEND ER SMITH
I l lustration by  D USHAN MILIC

How to handle conflict with your 
significant other over your passion 

for trail running

M y friend and 
I were nearly 
three hours 
into a Saturday 

morning run through the 
redwoods in the Oakland hills. 
We’re both in our 40s, both have 
two kids and both have spouses 
who woke up alone sometime 
after we left our houses in the 
pre-dawn hours to run. 

Continued on pg.58          

    Continued from pg. 47
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Learn to shoot trail running like a pro 
during our intensive Photo Camp in 
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until she fell asleep,” says Rusty Speidel. 

“The first year, when she was training for 

MMT [Massanutten Mountain Trail 100], 

there were 18 straight weekends like that. 

I started to wonder what was wrong with 

me. When I asked for some balance, I got 

serious pushback. … We finally agreed 

that when she was home, she had to be 

present and put the running away. It only 

partially worked.”

Sophie, 52, doesn’t disagree. In 

hindsight, she realizes, “I ran long in 

the mountains almost every weekend, 

because I thought that was how I needed 

to train appropriately for a 100. I now see 

that I totally overtrained.” 

What changed? They both met each 

other halfway and rekindled an emotional 

connection. “We had some necessary 

and hard conversations in those early 

years, and I had to adjust my training and 

expectations,” says Sophie. “Also, I made a 

pact with myself that if my kids’ sports or 

school schedules conflicted with a race or 

run, I would bail on the run. Now I only 

race if everyone involved is good with 

it. Interestingly, as a result of this more 

relaxed approach, I’ve managed to run PRs 

in the past three years.”

Rusty changed, too. He took time 

to get involved at one of her races and 

consequently became more supportive 

when he witnessed Sophie’s effort. 

“When we went to Western States 

together, I finally saw the sport for the 

awesome adventure it is,” says Rusty. “By 

mile 90 I was hooked. When she finished 

that race, I was a truly proud hubby and 

have remained so. But the early training 

was rough. As the non-running spouse, 

I would say that the runner must make 

time to be present—emotionally as well as 

physically—or there’s going to be trouble.”

HAVE SEX
Several trail runners have told me 

privately that they find it difficult to 

spend a half hour with their partner in 

bed, finding pleasure with each other, 

even though they have no problem 

running for four or more hours on a 

Saturday morning. Why?

It’s a combination of factors that, of 

course, varies with each couple: You’re 

tired. You worked up a sweat and got 

your endorphins from running. You 

have a dozen things on your to-do list 

and kids who need attention when you 

get home. What’s more, your partner 

may feel annoyed toward you, because 

you’ve been gone for hours on a run. 

And, perhaps you’re not feeling much 

attraction because you compare your 

partner’s softer, rounder body to your 

fitter runner friends. You both begin to 

view each other critically.

Sex, if it happens, devolves into an 

obligatory and infrequent quickie. 

Couples slip into a platonic dry spell, 

where they live together but rarely 

connect physically or emotionally, except 

when feelings erupt during fights.

Melissa Johnson*, 34, races several ultras 

annually and runs 50 to 125 miles weekly. 

She and her husband of eight years used to 

argue about her running, and she says he 

would give her “the silent treatment.” Their 

different bedtimes—she goes to bed a couple 

* Name changed at her request.

Kathy Loper Events 619-298-7400
www.kathyloperevents.com CST# 20807450-40

BASIC TOUR INCLUDES:
11 Night accommodations, daily breakfast, 3 lunches, 3 dinners.

     Private Coach with English speaking Driver
Domestic flights Auckland/Queenstown & Christhchurch/Auckland

Sightseeing activities Dart River Safari, Winery Lunch,
Optional Bungy Jumping

From $3815.00, based upon double occupancy / LAND ONLY
(includes 2 NZ intra country flights)

BASIC TOUR INCLUDES:
Trail Running through INCA Ruins of Ollantaytambo

2 Day tour in Machu Picchu  • Full Day guided tour in Sacred Valley
Accommodations with daily breakfast, 3 lunches & 3 dinners

Permits/entry fees to historical sites & parks
English speaking guides • Airport transfers to hotel

From $2744, based upon double occupancy / LAND ONLY.

Andes Mountains
INCA TRAIL

Queenstown
NEW ZEALAND

Andes Mountains
INCA TRAIL

Queenstown
NEW ZEALAND

September 9-19, 2015 November 17-28, 2015

NEW ZEALANDN DDNEW ZEALANDNEW ZEALANDNEW ZEALANDNEW ZEALAND

r 17-28 2015November 17-

Visits to Queenstown, Milford Sound,
Christchurch, Auckland

Marathon/Half Marathon/10KMarathon/Half Marathon/10K
September 9-19, 2015 November 17-28, 2015

Marathon/Half Marathon/10KMarathon/Half Marathon/10K

PLEASE CONTACT:

Optional 5 Day Extension:
3 Day Hiking on the Salkantay Trail

with Farm House Coffee Stay
Extension Additional $844 per person, double occupancy



SEX, IF IT HAPPENS, 
DEVOLVES INTO AN 
OBLIGATORY AND 
INFREQUENT QUICKIE. 
COUPLES SLIP INTO A 
PLATONIC DRY SPELL, 
WHERE THEY RARELY 
CONNECT PHYSICALLY OR 
EMOTIONALLY, EXCEPT 
WHEN FEELINGS ERUPT 
DURING FIGHTS.

of hours earlier than he to wake up early and 

run—exacerbated their estrangement.

“We would be stuck in a ‘I’m-not-

speaking-to-you’ day or week,” she says. 

“When we were intimate, it was great, 

which would lead to a good week, but 

inevitably something would come up 

and we would slip back into no sex for 

weeks again. Rather than saying, ‘Hey, I 

really missed you all week, can we just 

have a night alone?’ he would get angry 

and put down my interests and friends,” 

she says.

“Because I feel so passionate about 

running and volunteering at races, it really 

stung at my core when he put down these 

things,” adds Johnson. “I would be so hurt 

I wouldn’t want to spend time with him.”

Therapists say the best way out of this 

anger and alienation is to make a date—

and a commitment—to literally touch 

one another, reconnecting physically and 

empathetically, even if neither of you feels 

like it. 

To do this, it may help to think of sex as 

analogous to your training. Just as you get 

out and run even when you don’t feel like 

it—and almost always are glad you did—

you can think of sex as something you 

should do even when you’re not excited for 

it, having faith that it will feel good once 

you’re warmed up. 

Bowen counsels his clients who are 

endurance athletes to think of sex as 

cross training and bring their physicality 

and desire to exhaust themselves into 

the bedroom. He teaches them to use 

breathing exercises and other methods to 

become fully attuned to one another and 

more passionate in bed. 

Similar to the adage “never judge a run 

by the first mile,” never judge sex by those 

first minutes. Give yourself time to warm 

up with talking and massaging.

Often, sex with a longtime partner and 

co-parent is a decision, not necessarily 

a drive, says Shonkoff. You make the 

decision to get in bed with your partner 

because it’s important for the relationship. 

If you wait for the drive—the anticipatory 

feeling you had in your 20s or in the first 

year of your relationship—then sex will be 

infrequent. But once you cross over the 

threshold, sex can be as arousing as ever. 

Besides enjoying sex and reaping a 

more satisfying relationship, becoming 

intimate again has the added benefit of 

making your partner more supportive 

of your time spent running.  “If a non-

running partner feels their partner  is 

engaged emotionally and sexually, they 

will be way more tolerant of all the things 

involved with running,” says Shonkoff.

100 TRAIL RACES NATIONWIDE FROM 5 TO 50 KM 

XTERRATRAILRUN.COM    877-751-8880

2014 XTERRA Trail Run World Champion Kimber Mattox
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MANAGE FRIENDSHIPS
Johnson used to feel uncomfortable hanging out with her 

husband’s non-runner friends, because she felt they negatively 

judged her for abstaining from alcohol when she had a long 

training run the next morning. “Often his friends don’t even meet 

before 9 p.m., which is my bedtime,” she says.

Then she joined a running group and began going out with her 

runner friends for social gatherings. “Finding a group of others who 

liked to talk about races, running and nutrition finally made me 

feel like I belonged,” she says. “But this of course made my husband 

feel left out.”

Their relationship deteriorated as they grew more distant 

from one another, and her husband became increasingly jealous 

of the time she spent running and with her friends. 

“Looking back on that year and a half, I regret all that time 

we lost not communicating better,” she says. “Therapy helped 

me realize that what felt like perfectly acceptable behavior with 

friends—early morning runs, Facebook chatting at night—felt 

like traitorous acts to him. He also had to remember that I’m a 

good and trustworthy person, and that I’m out there because I 

love running and want to feel safety in numbers.” 

When one partner begins to feel excluded or resentful because 

of the other partner’s involvement with running, the problem is not 

long-distance running per se, says Shonkoff. Rather, it’s the challenge 

of introducing third players in general. These “thirds” can be any 

person or task, such as a co-worker, a computer or smart phone, a 

work project or a sport—or even one’s children and friends. 

A healthy, full life includes people and activities outside the 

primary partnership, she says, but “the problem arises when 

a partner has an overly intense or exclusive relationship with 

one of those people or things, and the other partner becomes 

marginalized. Both partners have to be absolutely committed 

to each other’s well being. If they’re regularly putting running, 

television, work, other relationships or anything else before their 

primary partnership, the relationship will be threatened.” 

Transparency—that is, being open and honest with your partner 

about your plans and interactions with friends—is key to maintain 

trust and nurture support. If you find yourself hiding the fact that 

you registered for another trail race, for example, or you made plans 

with runner friends and sent them texts or emails that you don’t 

want your partner to know about, then you could be on a slippery 

slope toward poor communication, dishonesty and infidelity in 

your relationship.

Ironically, Shonkoff adds, when the commitment is securely in 

place, then both partners actually feel more freedom to pursue 

important interests and spend time with other people.

Melissa Murphy Thompson of Chicago, a dedicated runner 

and clinical social worker who counsels couples, is married to a 

musician, and they have three sons. Her running and his music 

no longer cause problems between them because they make time 

together and reconnect.

Thompson says it’s important that both people in a partnership 

have something they’re individually passionate about. “We are 

different and should enjoy our differences,” she says.

 Says her husband, Jeffrey, “The wonderful thing that has 

happened is that I can understand how important training and 

racing are to her, because she is just as interested in how a new 

song or a new venue went for me.”

¨TM
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FIND BALANCE
Someone who makes little time to be with a spouse or significant 

other, but spends as much free time as possible running, “most 

likely is running away from something,” says Thompson.  “We 

need to look at what running may be providing that’s missing in 

the relationship.”

If your trail running tends to feel escapist or begins to play an 

outsized role in your life, it’s time to ask yourself what you might 

be avoiding and to seek more satisfaction in other realms of your 

life, say therapists like Bowen.

“People get so identified with their athletics, but they’re so 

much more than their performance or heart rate or the length of 

their run,” says Bowen. He encourages the athletes he counsels to 

broaden their scope of interests and deepen their connections with 

family and friends so they can find additional ways to experience 

pleasure and relief, “instead of believing you are totally dependent 

on exercise to calm and feel good about yourself.”

Says Sophie Speidel, “I definitely see my early years in ultras as 

an escape from the grind of work, parenting and marriage. … I got 

a lot of affirmation about myself as an athlete, and this felt really 

good to my ego.” 

She still runs 50-milers and 100Ks, and she loves her time on 

the trail with her mountain-running group, “but I no longer feel 

that running ultras defines me, nor do I escape to the trail to deal 

with life’s struggles. I turn to Rusty instead of turning away.”

Rusty, who’s pursuing his own hobbies of music and cycling, 

went from struggling to understand his wife’s ultrarunning to 

being her biggest fan. “We’ve learned to make the most of the 

time we have to pursue these hobbies, and then to bring the 

experiences home to enrich our days,” he says, “and we’ve learned 

to be more present when we are together.”

Sarah Lavender Smith is a Bay Area runner and contributing 
editor at Trail Runner who blogs at TheRunnersTrip.com.

RED FLAGS 
IN YOUR 
RELATIONSHIP 

If any of these situations sound familiar, you and your partner should 

talk openly and empathetically about the issue. Consider seeking 

counseling if you can’t resolve the conflict.

1.  Your partner thinks you run too much.

2.  Your partner feels you care more about running than about being 

together.

3.  Physical contact with your partner is becoming less frequent, and 

you’d rather run or sleep more than have sex.

4.  You share details about your life with your runner friends that you 

feel you can’t or don’t want to share with your partner.

5.  When you make plans for long training runs or you register for 

races, you downplay or hide those plans from your partner rather 

than express your enthusiasm about them.

6.  Running is the main thing in life that you find satisfying.

6



 RACE FINDER

 

Saturday August 1, 2015 

www.rendezvousmountainhillclimb.com 

 

 

PA’s HIGHEST TRAIL RACE

10k and 20-mile trail Run
on PENnsylvania’s Second 

highest Mountain with
9700ft. of climbing on 

the long course. 

www.alleghenytrailrunners.com

Blue knob all-season resort

September 12, 2015

Salomon CityTrail 30K and 10K

Nov 15, 2015

A new race concept dreamed 
up by Salomon... you don’t have 
to live near a trail head to be a 
trail runner. This is a race in the 
city but uses as much dirt, grass, 
stairs and back alleys as we 

two stadiums, Stringers Ridge 
and numerous parks. 

Details and registration link at:
wildtrails.org
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OUTFITTERS

  CANADA

FAST TRAX

7326-101 Avenue, Edmonton AB T6A 0J2

780-469-9292, fasttraxskishop.com

fasttraxskishop@shaw.ca

GORD’S RUNNING STORE 

919 Centre St NW, Calgary, AB T2E2P6 

403-270-8606, F 403-283-8341 

gordsrunningstore.com  

info@gordsrunningstore.com

MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT COOP 

830 10th Avenue Sw, Calgary, 

AB T2R 0A9, 403-269-2420

RUNNER’S SOUL

2646 South Parkside Dr. 

Lethbridge, AB  T1K 0C4, 403-327-2241

www.runnersoul.com 

  ARIZONA

I RUN 

4730 E. Indian School #125 

Phoenix, AZ 85018 602-368-5330 

irunshop.com

RUNNING SHOP 

3055 N Campbell #153 

Tucson, AZ 85719 520-

325-5097, runningshopaz.com

  CALIFORNIA

A ZOMBIE RUNNER 

429 S California Ave

Palo Alto, Ca 94306

zombierunner.com

Info@Zombierunner.com

ADVENTURE 16 

11161 W Pico Blvd. West Los Angeles CA 

90064 310-473-4574

for other SO CAL locations see 

adventure16.com

“Salomon, Lowa, Vasque & more!

AUBURN RUNNING 

COMPANY 

833 Lincoln Way 

Auburn CA 95603 

530-823-2002 

 info@auburnrunningcompany.com 

auburnrunningcompany.com

RUNNING
REVOLUTION
RUNNING REVOLUTION

CAMPBELL/ 511 E Campbell Ave. 

Campbell CA 95008  408-374-9310 

runningrevolution.com 

info@runningrevolution.com

SAGE TO SUMMIT

312 North Main Street

Bishop, CA 93514 760-872-1756

sagetosummit.com

karen@sagetosummit.com

Fastpacking & Ultralight Mountain Gear

TRKAČ

101 W. Mcknight way, 

suite C. Grass valley, CA 

95949, (530) 274-4422

www.trkac.com, info@trkac.com

  COLORADO

BOULDER RUNNING COMPANY 

2775 Pearl St #103. Boulder, CO 80302 

303-RUN-WALK 

boulderrunningcompany.com

BOULDER RUNNING COMPANY 

3659 Austin Bluffs Pkwy #32 

Colorado Springs, CO 80918 

719-278-3535 

boulderrunningcompany.com

BOULDER RUNNING COMPANY 

8505 East Arapahoe Rd. Denver, CO 

80112. 303-932-6000 

boulderrunningcompany.com

BOULDER RUNNING COMPANY

2500 E 1st Ave. Denver, CO 80206

303-847-4123

boulderrunningcompany.com

BOULDER RUNNING COMPANY 

8116 W Bowles #C. Littleton, CO 80123 

303-932-6000 

boulderrunningcompany.com

INDEPENDENCE RUN & HIKE 

Located in the heart of the Rockies 

586 Highway 133, Carbondale, CO 81623 

970-704-0909 

independencerunandhike.com 

independencerun@sopris.net

RUNNER ROOST - AURORA

6554 S Parker Rd #107

Aurora, CO 80016

303-766-3411

Mon-Fri 10-7 & Sat 10-6 & Sun 11-5

www.runnersroost.com

RUNNERS ROOST - COLORADO 

SPRINGS

121 N. Tejon St. Colorado Springs, CO 

80903, 719-632-2633

Mon-Fri 10-7 & Sat 10-6 & Sun 12-5

www.runnersroostcs.com

RUNNERS ROOST - DENVER

1685 S Colorado Blvd, Unit J

Denver, CO 80222, 303-759-8455

Mon-Fri 9-7 & Sat 9-6 & Sun 11-5

www.runnersroost.com

RUNNERS ROOST - FORT COLLINS

2720 Council Tree Ave, Ste 112

Fort Collins, CO 80525, 970-224-9114

Mon-Fri 10-7 & Sat 10-7 & Sun 12-6

www.runnersroost.com

RUNNERS ROOST - LAKEWOOD

7978 West Alameda Ave, Ste A

Lakewood, CO 80226, 303-991-1851

Mon-Fri 10-7 & Sat 10-6 & Sun 11-5

www.runnersroostlakewood.com

RUNNERS ROOST - LONE TREE

9994 Commons St, Ste 230

Lone Tree, CO 80124, 720-536-5879

Mon-Fri 10-7 & Sat 10-6 & Sun 11-5

www.runnersroost.com

RUNNERS ROOST - LOUSIVILLE

459 S. McCaslin Blvd

Louisville, CO 80027, 303-926-7653

Mon-Fri 10-7 & Sat 10-6 & Sun 11-5

www.runnersroost.com

  CONNECTICUT

 

OUTDOOR SPORTS CENTER 

80 Danbury Rd. Wilton, CT. 06897 

203-762-8797; 800-782-2193;

outdoorsports.com

  IDAHO

 

SHU’S IDAHO RUNNING COMPANY 

1758 W State ST. Boise ID 83702 

208-344-6604; F 208-344-6608 

idahorunningcompany.com

shuguy2000@yahoo.com

PULSE RUNNING & FITNESS SHOP

520 S Meridan Rd #60

Meridian ID 83642

208-884-1141 / F 208-884-1336

pulserunning.com

holly@pulserunning.com

  MARYLAND

FALLS ROAD 

RUNNING STORE 

6247 Falls Rd, 

Baltimore, MD 21209 410-296-5050 

baltimorerunning.com 

pete@baltimorerunning.com

HOLABIRD SPORTS  

9220 Pulaski HWY. Baltimore, MD  

21220. 866-860-1416; 410-687-6400 

F 410-687-7311. holabirdsports.com 

info@holabirdsports.com

  MASSACHUSETTS

 

NEW ENGLAND RUNNING COMPANY

Commodore Plaza  43 Enon St. Beverly 

MA 01915. 978-922-887 F 978-922-8871 

nerunningco.com, dave@nerunningco.com

  MICHIGAN

RUNNING FIT 

ANN ARBOR WEST / 5700 Jackson Rd

Ann Arbor, MI 48103. 734-929-9022

runningfit.com

annarbor2@runnnigfit.com 

RUNNING FIT 

TRAVERSE CITY / 300 East Front 

Street, Suite 10, Traverse City, MI 

49684. 231-932-5401

runningfit.com

traverse2@runnnigfit.com

  MINNESOTA

 

TC RUNNING COMPANY

6405 City Parkway B5

Eden Prairie, MN 55344

952-944-7386

tcrunningco.com

info@tcrunningco.com

  MONTANA

BOZEMAN RUNNING 

COMPANY 

126 East Main Street, 

Bozeman, MT 59715. 406-587-1135

bozemanrunningcompany.com

info@bozemanrunningcompany.com

THE RUNNERS EDGE 

325 N Higgins Ave 

Missoula, MT 59802 

406-728-9297;F 406-728-1346 

runnersedgemt.com 

anders@runnersedgemt.com

  NEW JERSEY

CAMPMOR 

810 Route 17 N 

Paramus NJ 07652 

201-445-5000 

800-CAMPMOR (226-7667) 

campmor.com 

customerservice@campmor.com

 NEW MEXICO

RUNNING HUB

527 W. Cordova Rd Suite B

Santa Fe NM 87505

505-820-2523

runsantafe.com

john@runsantafe.com
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OUTFITTERS

  NEW YORK

WESTCHESTER ROAD RUNNER 

179 E Post Rd 

White Plains, NY 10601 

914-682-0637;  

F 914-949-4166 

westchesterroadrunner.com 

westchesterrr@aol.com

  NEVADA

RED ROCK RUNNING COMPANY 

120 S Green Valley Parkway 

Henderson, NV 89012 

702-998-9054 

redrockrunningcompany.com 

redrockrunningco@gmail.com

RED ROCK RUNNING COMPANY
7350 W CHEYENNE, STE 106

LAS VEGAS, NV 89129

702-870-4786

redrockrunningcompany.com

redrockrunningco@gmail.com

RENO RUNNING COMPANY 

13987 S Virginia Street, 

Suite 704, Reno, NV 89511 

775-853-8017 

renorunningcompany.com 

staff@renorunningcompany.com

  NORTH CAROLINA

ULTRA RUNNING COMPANY
1027 Providence Road. Charlotte, NC 

28207. 980-237-6624

ultrarunningcompany.com

info@ultrarunningcompany.com

BULL CITY RUNNING COMPANY 

202 W NC HWY 54 STE 201 

Durham, NC 27713. 919-265-3904 

bullcityrunning.com 

bullcityrunning@gmail.com

JUS RUNNING 

523 Merrimon Ave, 

Ste. 1 Asheville, NC 

28804. 828-252-7867 

F 828-252-7817. jusrunning.com 

jusrun@bellsouth.net

  OHIO

FLEET FEET COLUMBUS
1270 E. Powell Road

Oak Creek Shopping Center

Lewis Center, OH 43035

614-846-5625

fleetfeetcolumbus.com

  OREGON

ROGUE VALLEY 

RUNNERS 

161 E Main Street 

Ashland, OR 97520

541-201-0014; F 541-201-0033 

roguevalleyrunners.com 

info@roguevalleyrunners.com

SHORTT SUPPLY COMPANY 

116 Oak St, Hood River, OR 97031. 

541-386-5474 

shorttsupply.com

brian@shorttsupply.com

  PENNSYLVANIA

FLYING FEET SPORT SHOES 

1511 Mt Rose Ave

York, PA 17403 

717.845.2833 

info@flyingfeet.com 

flyingfeet.com

NATIONAL RUNNING CENTER

318 Davis Street

Clarks Summit, PA 18411

570-586-1620

nationalrunningcenter.com

info@nationalrunningcenter.com

RUNNERS SOLE

CHAMBERSBURG 

1228 Lincoln Way East Suite A 

Chambersburg, PA 17202 

717.262.2109 

therunnerssole.com 

therunnerssole@embarqmail.com

  SOUTH CAROLINA

VDP MULTISPORT COMPANY

300 Long Point Lane, Suite 125

Columbia SC 29229

803-343-9369

velocitydistanceproject.com

We carry Hokas, Inov-8, Newton, 

Salomon, and Altra shoes

  TENNESSEE

RIVER SPORTS OUTFITTERS 

2918 Sutherland Knoxville, 

TN 37919. 865 523-0066; F 865 525-

6921. riversportsoutfitters.com 

info@riversportsoutfitters.com

ROCK/CREEK 

@ 2 NORTH SHORE

301 Manfacturers Rd. 

Chattanooga, TN 37405. 

423-265-5969. rockcreek.com

info@rockcreek.com

ROCK/CREEK 

@ HAMILTON CROSSING

2200 Hamilton Place Blvd

Chattanooga, TN 37421

423-485-8775. rockcreek.com

info@rockcreek.com

RUNNER’S MARKET 

4443 Kingston Pike 

Knoxville, TN 37919 

865-588-1650 

runnersmarket.com 

shoes@runnersmarket.com

  UTAH

SALT LAKE 
RUNNING CO 
2454 S 700 E.

Salt Lake City, UT 

84106  (801) 484-9144

saltlakerunningco.com

info@saltlakerunningco.com

STRIDERS - LAYTON

1776 N 400 W. Layton UT 84041

801-728-9121, stridersrunning.com

striders@stridersrunning.com

stridersrunningblog.com

STRIDERS - OGDEN
1937 Washington Blvd

Ogden UT 84401

801-621-1444

stridersrunning.com

striders@stridersrunning.com

www.stridersrunningblog.com

WASATCH RUNNING CENTER- 

SANDY 8946 S State St, Sandy, UT 

84070. 801-566-8786 

wasatchrunningcenter.com 

Glen@wasatchrunningcenter.com

WASATCH RUNNING CENTER - 
CENTERVILLE
316 Marketplace Drive. Centerville UT 

84014  801-296-8786

wasatchrunningcenter.com

Glen@WasatchRunningCenter.com

WASATCH 
POWDER HOUSE
3138 E 6200 S. Hollady 

UT 84121. 801-987-3005

wasatchpowderhouse@gmail.com

SkiShoeBike.com

LIST YOUR STORE! CALL 877.762.5423 X117 WWW.TRAILRUNNERMAG.COM

A ZOMBIE RUNNER 
zombierunner.com 
info@zombierunner.com 
650-325-2048 
429 S California Ave  
Palo Alto CA 94306

CAMPMOR 
campmor.com 
info@campmor.com 
800-CAMPMOR, 800-226-7667 
Catalog - PO Box 680-TR3

RIVER SPORTS OUTFITTERS 
riversportsoutfitters.com 
ed@riversportsoutfitters.com 
865-523-0066 F 865-525-6921.  
2918 Sutherland,Knoxville, TN 37919

 

ROCK/CREEK  
RockCreek.com, info@RockCreek.com 
888-707-6708 
301 Manufacturers Road 
Chattanooga, TN 37405
 

 

SOCK GEEK 
Running Sock Superstore 
sockgeek.com, info@sockgeek.com 
Austin, TX

MAD ATHLETE
madathlete.com
support@madathlete.com
866-794-9692
Winchester, MA 01890

VDP MULTISPORT ONLINE
www.velocitydistanceproject.com
velocitydistanceproject@yahoo.com
803-343-9369
300 Long Point Lane, Suite 125
Columbia SC 29229

Online Gear 
Resource
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 VIRGINIA

THE AID STATION
1035 Avalon Drive

Forest, VA 24551

434-525-2225

theaidstation.com

 WEST VIRGINIA

TWO RIVERS TREADS
107 W. German Street

Shepherdstown, WV 25443

(304) 876-1100

tworiverstreads.com

trtreads@gmail.com

The Nation’s first in natural, healthy 

footwear

  WASHINGTON

BALANCED ATHLETE

800 N 10th Place Unit F

Renton, WA 98057

425-282-4556

thebalancedathlete.com

eric@thebalancedathlete.com

SEVEN HILLS RUNNING SHOP

3139 West Government Way Suite B, 

Seattle WA 98199

206-941-5866

sevenhillsrunningshop.com

Facebook- Instagram - Twitter

  WISCONSIN

BERKELEY RUNNING COMPANY 

2852 University Avenue 

Madison, WI  53705 

608-395-2375; F 608-395-2376 

berkeleyrunningcompany.com 

info@berkeleyrunningcompany.com

CLEAR WATER OUTDOOR

744 West Main St

Lake Geneva WI 53147

262-348-2420

F (262) 348-2421

clearwateroutdoor.com

info@clearwateroutdoor.com

SPECIAL OFFER
Subscribe to 

ONE YEAR – 8 ISSUES
and the 2015 DIRT ($10 value) 

Only $21.95

ORDER 
ONLINE NOW

Using this promotion code: 
WDRTD0315

trailrunnermag.com/subscribe

PARTNERS IN CRIME
JENN SHELTON AND BILLY 

“BONEHEAD” BARNETTBARKLEY MARATHONS
AMERICA’S TOUGHEST RACE

CHATTANOOGATRAIL RUNNING’S BEST-KEPT SECRET

 THE BIRTHPLACE 
RICKEY GATES EXPLORES

THE WILD UK HIGHLANDS
BURNING MANSEX, DRUGS AND ONE CRAZY RACE

the trail running l ife

TR

TRAIL

A P R I L  2 015  |  10 3

$9.95 US / $9.95 CAN

 DISPLAY THRU 2015

TRAIL
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BY JENN SHELTON

Some people consider me a professional 

runner. People like my sponsors and the 

IRS. My mom, however, won’t have any 

of it. In her eyes I’m going to stop this 

running nonsense any day now, finish my 

degree and be a linguist. She’s convinced 

I’m great with languages. This idea is 

unfounded, solely based on a few silly, 

trash-talking phrases I’ve picked up while 

traveling to international races—phrases 

like Je suis le roi du monde! I’m the king of 

the world! But she did create me, and can 

create and house whatever flattering life 

story she wants about her youngest child. 

After all, we were bound together even 

after I was born. For a few years, before 

I was in kindergarten, my mom kept me 

on a leash. Grocery shopping, trips to 

the state fair—anytime we were out and 

about.

It’s not that my mom was one of those 

parents. She never leashed my older 

siblings. It’s that I was one of those kids. I 

was, as she likes to say, “always a runner.”

This story is my favorite of all she tells, 

and I beg to hear it. I have to beg. The 

leash era makes her uncomfortable, and 

she tries to gloss over it; sometimes she 

even tries to deny it.

“It wasn’t really a leash,” she claims.

“Bullshit, mom.”

“Well, OK. But it wasn’t like I had 

a collar around your neck. It wrapped 

around our wrists.”

“Like handcuffs?” 

In my teens I stumbled across the leash 

one day while snooping through her closet, 

rifling through the boxes of sentimental 

junk she’d saved from raising three kids: 

First Communion dresses, favorite Pound 

Puppies, a complete set of the Berenstain 

Bears books. 

When I saw the leash I wasn’t 

immediately sure what it was. As I turned 

it over in my hands I was filled with a 

simple hatred, the kind of rage unique to 

Unleashed
Once tethered—still mad

“You’d turn wild. An animal. 
That little head thrown back, 
pumping those chubby arms 
for everything you were 
worth. Running for your life.” 
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early childhood, when processing emotion 

is as uncomplicated and immediate as 

a white-hot temper tantrum. Amid the 

strange surge of emotion, I realized that 

in my hands I held the despised and fabled 

leash. I wasn’t sure what shocked me 

more—my intense visceral reaction to an 

inanimate object or that my mom had 

actually held onto that damn leash for all 

those years.

The leash itself is nothing fancy. A tightly 

spiraled cord, the kind that coils back to its 

original state. The cord is the same cheap 

plastic as the key-ring bracelets we used 

to wear as kids. But the leash I held lacked 

the cheerful pizzazz of 1980s kitsch. It is 

an ugly shade, a Winnie-the-Pooh yellow, 

the processed hue of Kraft singles. At each 

end of the corkscrew leash is a simple wrist 

strap, white with blue stripes, a ghastly 

color scheme. 

“It’s not like I didn’t feel bad,” she says. 

“You would kick and scream and pitch such 

a fit that I’d take it off. You’d swear up and 

down that you’d stay, but the second I’d turn 

my back you’d be gone. Running away.”

“Where was I going?” 

“You weren’t going anywhere! You were 

too young to be going anywhere!” 

She sighs. “You’d turn wild. An animal. 

That little head thrown back, pumping 

those chubby arms for everything you were 

worth. Running for your life. I thought 

someone was going to kidnap you. Or you’d 

run into a parking lot and get hit by a car. 

I never could understand it. There was 

no rhyme or reason. And you were such a 

sweet little girl otherwise.”

“Kids these days have it easy,” I say, 

laughing, trying to break the tension I 

sense in her defensiveness. “I saw a boy 

wearing a monkey backpack at the grocery 

store, and the monkey’s tail was—get 

this—a retractable leash. The dad held the 

monkey tail and the kid charged through 

the aisles, le roi du monde.” 

“I feel bad for any parent whose kid is a 

runner,” my mom says, shaking her head. 

It’s easy to pinpoint the defeat in her voice, 

no matter what language you speak.  TR

Y ou were always a runner,” my mom likes to say, shaking her head in 
disappointment and disbelief. 

For 18 years she has watched me run competitively, sometimes 
maniacally. Cross country, track, 5Ks, road marathons, trail marathons, ultramarathons, 
multi-days, big mountains, beer miles. She’s watched me both win big and lose big. 
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GAME CHANGER
Meet the world’s best running sock. 
The blister-free fit is designed specifically for runners. 

Gender-specific mesh zones deliver greater breathability. And targeted 

cushioning offers maximum protection with minimal in-shoe volume. 

It’s our best-fitting, most durable sock ever. Guaranteed.
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CHALLENGER ATR.
 BUILT LIGHT, STURDY, 
 AND NIMBLE WITH 
MAXIMUM CUSHION, 
 THIS ALL-TERRAIN 
 SHOE IS ENGINEERED 
 FOR THE LONG HAUL.
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